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Make yourself a chart. "Bb" is for Barbell, "Db" is for dumbell, and "Kb" is for adjustable kettlebells if you have them (if
you don't then just use the closest standard weight). If you dont' then you will make it around the world in eight days. The
weights are posted after the name of the lift, "2/3 bdy" is a total load whether it is divided between two kbs, two dbs or one
bb. For the one arm lifts where there is an implement in only one hand you will see it is half that.

What you do is simply choose two lifts for the day, workout five or six days a week and do a set at the weight specified. This
is for as many reps as you can. If it is a one arm lift, start with your weaker hand, do as many as you can, immediately
switch to the stronger hand and match the number of reps. Do one all out set and perhaps a couple of lesser sets afterwards
for practice. Write down your number in the correct place and proceed to fill out the chart over a couple of weeks.

An arrangement like:

Day1- A Press and a Clean
Day2- A Jerk and a Snatch

Mix them up such that if you do a two arm press one day, the next press day is one arm etc. When the chart is full, then start
another cycle and try to break those rep records this time.

There is enough variety here in good lifts to where you should not wear out too much on any one, and it should stay fun.
These lifts should reinforce each other even though you are not hammering on one lift too often. Work out five or six days a
week, if you feel tired or feel that chronic soreness, take a day or two off, its not a race.

The idea is taken from the sport idea I posted lately, a comment by Louie Simmons ("Of course you can work out everyday,
just do a different lift everyday"--bad paraphrase but...) and Kettlebell lifting.

This is more of a thing for all arounders. If you are after explosive strength endurance, keep running up the reps. If you want
more strength exclusively, then pick some number like 12 or 20 and when you hit that, then add weight.

Bryce- Jan 29, 2005

Chart below, cut and print if you like:

2 Arm Press (2/3 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

1 Arm Press (1/3 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

2 Arm Jerk (3/4 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

1 Arm Jerk (3/8 Bdy)
Bb-

Around the World http://web.archive.org/web/20100411232716/http://www.ironsports.tv/ar...
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Db-
Kb-
---------------------------------------------

2 Arm Cleans (2/3 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

1 Arm Cleans (1/3 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

2 Arm Snatches (1/2 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

1 Arm Snatches (1/4 Bdy)
Bb-
Db-
Kb-

Around the World http://web.archive.org/web/20100411232716/http://www.ironsports.tv/ar...
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How Good Am I?

These are all factors of bodyweight for men at or under 220#.

Use this a guide and help, not as a diabolical tool to beat yourself up over.

Lift Nutin' to be ashamed of … Fit Guy Animal Holy S**t!!

Hi bar Squat* 1.25 1.5 2 2.5

Pwr Squat** 1.5 2 2.5 3

20 rp Squat 1 1.25 1.6 2

Deadlift 1.5 2 2.75 3.5

Bench press 1 1.15 1.55 2

Bridge press 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.25

Strict oh Press .5 .75 1 1.5

BB Curl .4 .5 .75 .9

Reverse Curl .35 .4 .6 .7

Pwr Clean .8 1.1 1.3 1.6

Comp. Clean 1.1 1.25 1.5 2

Pwr Snatch .6 .75 1 1.25

Comp. Snatch .6 .9 1.25 1.5

1h side press .4 .55 .7 1

1h snatch .5 .55 .7 .9

1h Jerk .5 .6 .7 1

1h Clean .5 .6 .75 1

1 DB Swing*** .3 .5 .75 1

1h DB mil .2 .3 .5 .6

10 Rp DB C&P .35 .5 .75 1

10 1h DB Swings .2 .4 .5 .6

1h Deadlift 1 1.2 1.5 2

BB Bent press At all .6 1 1.5

Strict Pushups reps. 30r 60r 100r 120+

Free squats reps. 100r 200r 500r 1000r+

Hi bar Squat* http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053034/http://ironsports.tv/hwgdam...
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Chin ups reps. At all 6r 12r 25r+

1 Mi. Run 8 min. 6 min. 5 min. 4.5 min-

* Hi-bar squat is with the bar high on the traps, done for full depth with no belt.

**The Pwr Squat is done to legal depth with belt but no suit or wraps.

*** Dumbell is not back-loaded, weight is even on both sides.

All the lifts in the chart are "clean". No bounced benches, sling curls or pressed out snatches etc……

Hi bar Squat* http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053034/http://ironsports.tv/hwgdam...
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How much vs. How high?
 
If it can be measured it can be improved. We all know about load and reps but what else is there? Physical power has many
forms of expression, more than just “how much for how many”.
 
For an example: Right now I have a problem. My knee was blown out in Randori and isn’t working too good. I have a lot of
time to think and one of the things I think about most is rehab, getting my knee back up to where I can do things. Being
dinged gets old quick. At the moment I can do 30 “knuckle duster” squats* and not even well. I’m pretty much at “zero” so
what have I got to lose by working on something new (at least to me).
 
I had been thinking about leg power and it seemed like in all the work on lifting heavy weights, my thinking on the subject
was a bit narrow. I was thinking only of increasing the load, or how many reps I can do with the load once I am back up.
Lets suppose I work up to doing five hundred nice smooth squats again at a pace that doesn’t mess me up, then from there I
can go to adding load, more reps, or---How about height? “Height” is something you can measure. Lets say from doing
those 500 nice smooth reps I got to putting a bar 6” above my reach and jump up from a deep position and grab it. If I am
secure on the bar, that’s a rep ( I guess I could maybe even do a “power chinup” while I am up there…?). I now have a way
of measuring this and confirming that the thing was done right. Now I work up to doing 100r-500r of these or even some
much bigger number. I can increase the height at that point also and keep going till I can do some number then and it
continues.
 
By the time I am doing a long series of jumps up to some good height progressively, my knee should be pretty reliable and I
will have gained another useful kind of power and endurance. How far can I go with this? I have no idea. I do know that
strength and power have more “flavors” than any ice cream shop and this is another one of them just as valid and useful as
others. This kind of jump can make joints stronger if you are progressive and do not get insane about it.
 
Its just a question of finding something to measure, insuring that every rep is for-real and taking time to improve. In many
other sports this is old news, but sometimes in the Iron world its easy to forget that there are other ways to express and
measure power that are just as valid.
 
Bryce
 
*Knuckle Duster Squat”=Bend over, touch your chest to your knees and your knuckles to the ground right beside your
ankles. You should look like a “T” at the bottom, then come back up to full standing. Do lots!

How much vs http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053059/http://ironsports.tv/CatchAi...
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A few things to make ( I will add more as I can):

Make some stuff! http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053345/http://ironsports.tv/makestu...
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Strong as your weakest link.
 
This article is about another way of looking at strength; Perhaps a very practical one for some sports or even general fitness.
I'm going to use as an example an exercise where a weight is bought from the floor to overhead in several chained-together
movements. The lift is called a "Turkish Get up" and has been around for quite a time. You can find pictures of it on the net.
I will use this as an example but with very little effort you should be able to put the principle to work on many other one
handed lifts such as the one handed clean and side (or bent) press etc. that involve long chains of movements
 
I'm basing this idea on a couple of issues of I have noticed particularly about combat sports.
 
1.) The vast majority of efforts are applied assymetically (not evenly from both sides at once) from changing and less than
optimal positions.
 
2.) A huge squat or bench press is useless unless the rest of your body is up to controlling, focusing and delivering the force
(even slowly) in those positions.
 
Working by this method insures that both conditions are tended to; and in fact it is self checking and always gives you some
means of progressing and diagnosing why you are not progressing. You also have a goal to work towards with smaller goals
in between to check progress.
 
Here is the whole outline of the lift (I'll put up an mpeg when I can again):
 
1.) Use a bar and lay down beside it. Use both hands and roll till the bar is supported with your forearm with you elbow in
the ground. Let go and balance it with your lifting hand
 
2.) While pressing the bar to arms length roll onto the side away  from the bar and keep your free arm extended out on the
platform above your head. While locking out the press with your lifting hand, press with your free hand until you are sitting
up halfway and the free arm is locked.
 
3.) While balancing the bar overhead roll over one one knee and then into a split overhead squat. Come  from there up to
standing with the bar still locked at arms length.
 
 
Lets assume that you do the lift and find out that you can do a good clean TGU with fifty pounds and that you yourself
weigh 150#. Bodyweight is a great long term goal in this lift. However going straight there might not be too likely so its a
good idea to divide up the distance between "can do now" and "want to do later" into manageable chunks. In this case things
divide into twenty five pound chunks pretty nicely. You will work for seventy five pounds next and one hundred after that.
 
When you tested yourself in the lift you found as said, that you could do fifty pounds well, but when you added weight and
went to fifty five pounds you found you could not do it. You must look at where in the lift you ran into trouble, but you must
be careful about one issue as well. The issue is that if you are unsteady or out of position at the end of one segment then you
can hardly be ready for the next. You must be cautious in your diagnosis to make sure the earlier segment isn't causing this
problem in the following segment. If you complete one segment perfectly and are in good position for the next which you
can't do, then the next is what needs work; however if you are unsteady or awkward at the end of a segment then you need to
work on that itself.
 
Lets say you manage to get your arm up with the weight and are on your side trying to sit up, but you can't. Your technique
is good and you are in position but you just can't do it. Now you have your answer as to where to work You must work on
this one part, simply this segment then integrate it back into the whole. Suppose you get to sitting up but cannot roll onto
your feet? Well then you work on that portion and if you get to your feet but lose control squatting up, then you work there.
 
Here is the whole movement divided into smaller movements:

Strong as your weakest link http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053239/http://ironsports.tv/weaklin...
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The workout breaks down as:
 
1.) Do the full lift with a reasonably easy weight working on perfect execution and technique in single repetitions
 
2.) An assistance lift base on which portion of the whole is giving you trouble or holding you back in several sets and
repetitions with a challenging weight.
 
For example in this "split routine"
 
Monday and Thursday- Right arm: Full TGU with  3 singles with a comfortable weight then, five sets of five reps in the
portion that is giving you trouble.
Tuesday and Friday-Left arm: Full TGU with  3 singles with a comfortable weight then, five sets of five reps in the portion
that is giving you trouble.
 
If this is too easy then you can go alternately six days a week or alternately on every other day. What matters is to find a
workout frequency that you can live with long term and every now and then take a good look and make alterations if you
need to. If you are feeling wiped out, do less. If its too easy and you feel energetic then work out more frequently. Every
month or so check your maximum and see what segment needs extra work to get to your next twenty five pound goal.
 
There is also no reason you could not do this with two or even three lifts concurrently. The TGU and a one arm clean and
press or one arm snatch might be good matches.
 
The positives of this sort of arrangement is that if you get a certain weight overhead in good style, you know that every part
is contributing as it should. Your arm is strong, your midsection is doing its part and your legs and hips are putting-in as
well. Not only that but you are applying force and controlling the weight dynamically. you are not just standing or laying
down and pushing, you have to be in control as you are moving. If you do this with a heavy weight in good form it proves
that everything is up to the job. Not only can you generate force but you can direct it and control it as you are moving from
one difficult position to another. *That* is a very useful kind of strength. 
 
Bryce

Strong as your weakest link http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053239/http://ironsports.tv/weaklin...
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By Bryce Lane Mar, 30 2007

All arts are not about beauty, not about splendid photographic instants where all is perfect, not about perfect three pointers,
dead-on rack and recoveries,  double plays too perfect to see or even describe. Some arts are ugly, take time, too much time
and if the question is asked "why doesn't he just quit", the answer is a casual "because he hasn't passed out yet". The art I
speak of is patience over existential pain borne silently till the job is done. Millimeter by millimeter, crawling at a pace that
raises the blood pressure of the athlete, the refs and the spectators to dangerous levels yet never stops till the thing is done.

Like all other arts, it has a technique. A technique you must master, a set of understandings and emotions you must make
yours. Simple "tough it out" and "quitting is not an option" statements are meaningless. The grind must be loved and
mastered like any other high art. You go there by choice, because you know it's a rare opponent who is comfortable there.
The grind is something they have to go through, something that must be tolerated to win. If you master the grind this is how
you win, they have a limit to what they must "tolerate", you don't tolerate the grind, you go right there and stay there as long
as need be without hating it, without resisting it, without being divided in yourself about being there. 

The secret to grinding is not "belief in yourself", "going somewhere else" or any other dumb little paliative. As the man said
in the movie "ya gotta have your mind right" (Cool hand Luke). Having your mind right means you realize that the moment
your hand starts pulling or pushing on the bar There is no strategy. There is nothing to think about. If your mind stops, your
body stops, the bar stops. If there is a "zen" you can practice without all the cultural decor, a grinding deadlift is it. 

This is not a simple lack of fear. If you are not afraid when you look at the bar, then this will certainly not be a lift where the
grind will happen. Be afraid, yet act anyway.  Here are some things to practice to get your mind right for the grind:

1.) Have a set routine-Do the setup quickly and the same way every time.

2.) Pull, press or squat as soon as possible-Don't waste time over or under the bar. Don't "fiddle".

3.) Have your fear-Don't strategize against fear, you will lose every time. Speak to fear and it wins.

4.) Do not "test" the bar. If you are going to lift, lift. If you are not going to lift don't. Good grinders don't mess with getting
their toes in the water, they step up and dive.

5.) Avoid the "fourth breath"-This is complex but aquaintance and I were watching deadlifters in another division at a
contest. Most came out, gripped the bar, one-two-three breaths, then up. Yet with some there was a fourth breath and it didn't
go up. They had talked themselves out of it. Right on that fourth breath you could see the spirit go right out of them.

Of these listed  "The fourth breath" has a biggest meaning. It is about commitment. It means that once you have committed,
you don't permit any "monkey chatter" in your head. It means you have decided. This is not something you are born with.
You must practice with every lift. The way to get rid of the "monkey chatter" is by routine and by simply giving it no time to
happen once you have committed. Fear is natural, yakking about it in your head is not. Fear is normal, overreaction to it is
learned and you can unlearn it just as well.

I have a routine in contests. When I hear the "platform is clear statement" (deadlift) I knod to each  ref, step up to the bar,
right hand hook, left hand hook, back arch/heels down, three breaths and up. It has been that way for more than a decade
with every lift in the gym or out. I am almost proud in a way to say I haven't had a significant thought with my hand on the
bar in ten years. There is always plenty of time to strategize, ruminate and test elsewhere; places where you can even do all
that over coffee, tea or fried chicken if you like but never with hands on the bar. With hands on the bar, the world is silent.

The secret to the grind is to simply do it, to learn how to simply do it, to seek always a simple pure expression of undivided
will by ceaseless practice at shutting down everything that doesn't move the bar one millimeter further.

grind.htm http://web.archive.org/web/20100115180402/http://www.ironsports.tv/gr...
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Probably ninety percent of the trouble that comes in any field in which you try to improve yourself comes from the "sure
thing", the system that can't be wrong, and logic which is all too perfect. If you find yourself saying "How can it be any
other way", you're already in big trouble.

I'm talking about the "non-falsifiable proposition". In weightlifting or bodybuilding there are lots of them, in religion there
are lots more and the world of business and finance takes the cake. This happens mainly when your mind plays a trick on
you. It starts with a certain type of closed logic, and ends with mentally converting any feedback to the contrary into 'proof'
of the logical setup you began with. If you're right you're right and if you're wrong, it's still proof that you're right.

The easiest example is from the "positive attitude" culture, where any failure is proof that you need a better attitude. From
my own experience, people with lousy attitudes win just as often as people with attitudes that make the birds sing. If you
score more points or lift more weight than the other guy, you win. All the positivity in the world isn't going to save you from
getting trounced by a stronger guy with a lousy attitude who still manages to haul him or herself onto the platform. Who
knows? He just might have been paranoid and insecure enough to cover one more base than you. If you get beat, you need to
work on your sport, a good attitude follows good performance more often I've seen, than the other way around.

Another example is what I call the "closed system". It's a system where if every solution is a hammer, every problem is a
nail. If you are stuck or going backwards all you need to do is fiddle with one factor and miraculously it will help you. If
you are in yet more trouble, then do less or more of that thing and so on it continues till you get hurt, or quit.

I'm sure all of you know about this and can come up with more examples from a variety of places. The reason I think
understanding these traps can help you is contained in the phrase "non-falsifiable proposition" itself. The way to solid
ground is to falsify it. Imagine where can it not work. If it is true under one set of circumstances it will be false under others,
the pill that saves you from one disease will kill you if taken under the wrong circumstances if it is effective under any. Eat
your desert first, start by falsifying it then work in. 

This is where it works for you. Instead of putting endless layers of shiny paint on what you want to be true, imagine where it
is not true. Work as hard on this and your idea will round out allot better. It isn't a matter of "attacking" your notion, it's a
matter of defining or learning the limits of it. Any set is defined by what's outside of it just as much as what is in, you can
work either side of that line.

All that it true or useful has limits. Know the limits, see the truth-at least much more clearly.

Upside Down http://web.archive.org/web/20100115180503/http://www.ironsports.tv/up...
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I've been working for months, to the point of having more than one version of a beginners course almost ready, but only
almost. The trouble first has been the question "beginning at what?". Everything I write or draw seems to exclude more than
it illuminates. The other question relates to the fact that while many of us are experienced in one or more areas of physical
culture, we can be beginners in others. There has to be a place in this theory for transitions also.

In my experience clarity comes not from packing ideas in but from paring them down to one basic outline which more
specific ideas may spring from in application. Some time at watching myself and others fail and then later succeed at a good
variety of things gives me some confidence that I have come to know why it happens and outline a plan on what to do about
it.

Mobility-The first issue to conquer in any feat is to make sure you have the range of motion to perform that feat. This is not
as simple as it sounds. This isn't just range of motion as in a stretch, but range of motion under control in a motion like the
motion you intend to perform. This has to be in motions at least similar to the one you wish to learn, for example doing
seated twists won't help you to get flexibility for the bent press.

Not having simple mobility and then trying to handle loads in areas of ROM where you are not in control is "asking for it".
If you move ahead too soon, you will probably be able to do "something like" what you had in mind, but that "something
like" is simply your body compensating in odd ways for range of motion you don't really have. Some things I see people
doing that are "vaguely similar" to barbell squats are the best example I can think of, they don't have flexibility so they just
don't go down and before long they are doing twenty rep sets of curtsies or good mornings.

The best way in my opinion to work on specific mobility is to take the exercise itself and make it a mobility exercise by
simply emphasizing those aspects of it. Keep the load down to where it isn't a load and focus on useful range of motion by
emulating (as closely as you can) the exercise with particular attention to range of motion. If you cannot do the full motion
then break it apart and work on those sections specifically. Once you can get the units, then put it back together into a whole.

Learning to emphasise the aspects of any exercise you need to work on simply by modifying the exercise to pay particular
attention to them is a mental skill that will serve you extremely well later. Why not start working on it now? This isn't a
science, doing this well is an art and you only learn through practice at solving problems with it.

Stability-Stability is about balance while moving, being in confident control throughout the motion. This doesn't mean doing
things purposefully slow. It does mean that the motion becomes practiced and smooth to the point where you are not
"thinking through it". You have practiced the motion such that you are not halting, becomming unbalanced or confused at
some point in it. You, by practice have also learned to make small compensations if some part of the motion is not precisely
on the mark so that all stages of it seamlessly go together.

We are usually "good" at something to the degree that we don't have to think about doing it. Good powerlifters don't have to
think their way through a squat. They have done enough of them to have the priviledge of not thinking about it. If you are
beginning at something, work toward being practiced enough not to be caught wobbling becoming confused, or unbalanced
at any point in the motion before moving on to higher loads.

Capacity-This is what everyone wants to work on right away, which is a mistake. Going to this stage, skipping the mobility
and stability work is asking for trouble, the very least of which is simply not progressing. "Capacity" means just what it
sounds like, adding more reps, more load or just "more" of whatever you have in mind. If you are honestly at this stage,
there is plenty of literature, including mine, on what to do. However, this does not exclude the possibility of going back to
the mobility or stability stages again if necessary to work on some particular issue.

This sounds good, probably a fine notion on paper but the greater part of this is the application, how do you actually take an
outline like this and put it into practice?

Mobility, Stability, Capacity http://web.archive.org/web/20100115170231/http://www.ironsports.tv/m...
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As an example first let's consider a simple flat footed bodyweight squat. I don't think anyone reading this will be surprised at
how hard it is for lots of people to do these. The most counter-productive thing you could do is simply that, have them or
yourself do them and just keep piling up rep after bad rep as fast as possible. A better way would be something like this:

Mobility-Squat hanging onto a support keeping your head up and your heels down, try to sit in the lowest position possible
for a moment to feel the balance of it, feel how to get down a bit more on each rep slowly, consciously and evenly without
forcing the issue. Start squatting later with less support and eventually none.

Stability-Squat facing a wall. Start out as close as you can without falling over and try to get very close with practice. Start
speeding up your squats to where they are an even flow, you do not fall back, you do not come up on your toes. Once you
are comfortable doing several squats "on autopilot" so to say, then its time to start working on capacity away from the wall
and out on the floor. Let the games begin!

Before you start anything, its a good idea to even make this into a checklist. For example in the headstand push up (setting
aside the kicking up issue): Do I have the flexibility in my shoulders to push straight up and let straight down? If that, then
can I keep position while pushing and not get disoriented while I am upside down? Only if those questions are answered
favorably do you move on to doing more reps or more complex versions. If you know what you want to accomplish and you
have a general checklist, the details of how to accomplish each stage are remarkably easy.

Alot of this seems dead obvious, but often when you start on something your desperation to get to doing alot of reps or alot
of weight blinds you to the obvious. One help for that is to have a "Mnemonic", a quick easily remembered phrase to put a
check on your ambitions and give you a real outline on how to actually realize them.

"Mobility, Stability, Capacity"

Bryce Lane
Visalia Ca. Sept 15, 06
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There is a line that is crossed from a craftsman to a real journeyman of any trade when you go from merely using tools to
understanding and even creating them youself if necessary for what you need to do. This is when you surely understand
what you are doing, the difference in music from just playing from the charts to real improvisation, the difference in the
maritial arts between fighting an opponent and just flowing through and around him at will; a big and obvious difference,
that just doesn't get written about much in the extreme fitness field. This, in the language of music again is the difference
between chattering away on a simple pentatonic scale as opposed to being fluent in an Indian raga right down to the the
subtle bends, tremelos and microtones.

Let's take a simple pushup as an example. Everyone knows what that is. Let's consider the modifications you can make to it:

1. Height-You can change the height of your hands or feet to make it easier or harder.

2. Leverage-You can move your hands in, out, up or down to change the leverage of the exercise

3. Rom-You can shorten or lengthen the range of motion to make it harder or easier or to work with #4

4. Speed or power-You can push fast with a full rom or shortened rom to work on power or speed.

5. Symmetry-simply by moving one hand or foot in any of three dimensions (up or down also) you can change the degree to
which it is an upper body strength exercise or an upper body strength and whole body stability exercise.

6. Balance-Like #5 above. You can do your pushup with one hand, both hands or your feet on an unstable object or medium.
This is generally highly overated but has its place sometimes.

7. Body motion-"Hindu" pushups fall into this category. You can also hop, step, or turn in all three dimensions,  to the side,
up, or twist over if it is useful to you. No end of possibilities here.

8. Isometric/plyometric points-You can stop at different points to hold or you can drop from a stance or from having your
hands up on blocks and try to stop yourself.

9. React-Drop or hop in from one point and try to bounce back up to another. This is an advanced version of #8

10. Grip-Who says pushups have to be done on the ground? You can use rings, loops, thick ropes and bars, wall surfaces,
other people?

11. Compound any sequence of the above into a complex motion

In any of the above there is the perfect modification of the pushup for the goal you have in mind. However, the grander part
of this is that there are blends and in-betweens of any that might be more precisely what you need, look at those, work with
them, learn the meaning of each modification till you know it like a language and have the right, well-measured words for
exactly what you want to do. If you learn this subtle art, you aren't just taking exercises from a book and sticking them onto
your program like a decal, you know and can speak the language...eloquently and subtly as need be.

You can modify what you are doing to back of on a sore or tired joint, to modify it to help a weak point or deal with a
problem in the motion, modify it to be more endurance or strength effective and do it all right on the fly on even a moment
to moment basis if you so wish because now you are in control.

There are really just a few general exercise motions you can modify as much as you like with any of the above sigularly or
in combination:

Music, Art, Language and the Common Pushup http://web.archive.org/web/20060618052956/http://ironsports.tv/malcp.html
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1. Upper body push away
2. Upper body pull in
3. Bend forward
4. Bend back
5. Lower body push away
6. Lower body pull in (not done often)
7. Twist
8. A concurrent or consecutive combo of the above

You have seven colors, a mixing pallette, and a canvas with two eyes staring you in the mirror, art starts at home, take the
brush and go. Why just paint by numbers?

Bryce Lane Visalia Ca. May 31, 06
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There is an area of mathematics called exactly that, but ironheads shouldn't let the mere theoroids and axiomites have all the
fun. We can take a lesson from them though; with a good model and a little thought you can go a long way.

Let's consider that you want to get a bigger press. One way of doing this is to press alot, day in and day out. Another way is
to set up a cycle where you vary intensity from low to high over some number of weeks and keep repeating that cycle so you
reliably get more and more strength in that lift. Both have certainly been proven to work, however, there is also another way.
You can work "around" the press and then put it all together.

The first thing you must do is define what needs to be in that ring. I doesn't matter what's first, only that you include these
things somewhere in the circle. Here is a sample:

1. Tricep strength-tricep floor press, 5x3

2. Shoulder strength-Bradford press, 6x4

3. Forearm/midsection strength-side press, 5x5 each arm

4. Integration-speed press in competitive form

5. Rest a couple of days, take a new max and go again.

The trick to this is to think in these rings instead of individual lifts. Think of lifts that orbit around what you are trying to do
and emphasize different area's necessary for a better performance as they are used in the lift itself. This is also not just a
"muscle thing", not just a matter of making a muscle stronger but a matter of concentration mentally and physically on each
area then integrating it into a better lift by several trips around that ring, not just gain it all in one exercise then move to the
next keep it all going in a circle until you are at where you would like to be.  

The integration phase of the ring is just as important as the other parts. The speed press in this example is to integrate the
strength you have gained from the other work. Do this starting with about 65% of your previous max. Do singles or doubles
increase the weight as you can but if you slow at the sticking point, it is too heavy. This is, as it says above "practice", you
are trying to perfect the lift with as heavy as weight as you can lift absolutely perfectly and with crisp, quick style.

Go on each stage as long as it takes you to gain something small, even 2.5 pounds is fine, then move on. You are only trying
to gain in small bits, don't get greedy. After these small gains in the elements of the ring, then put it together, once you can
do the lift with perfect speed and snap at a big higher of a weight than before, then take a couple of days off, take a new
incremental max and do the ring again.

Another version of this for people who do bodyweight exercise to increase the number of one arm pushups you can do:

1. Tricep work-Pressovers (1 or two arm)--2 sets of as many as you can

2. Anterior deltoid/chest work-Wall pushups--same as above

3. Ab work-twist pushups--same as above

5. Integration-fast one arm pushup--Practice, stop before fatigue.

If you gain two to five reps from your previous best in one exercise then move onto the next and do the same, when you get
to the integration phase, put it all together, practice it till you add a bit to what you can do fast and elegantly then see how
many one arm pushups you can do.

Ring Theory http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053411/http://ironsports.tv/ringtheo...
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Instead of thinking in one lift, think in rings of lifts, collections that are mutually beneficial but keep you from doing too
much of the same thing for too long while still allowing you to "bank" small gains into big ones over time.

Bryce Lane
Visalia Ca. May 29, 06
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The Martial Art
Bryce Lane Feb 25, 06
When I was in art school many years ago we were mighty big on understanding
the enviroment. Not trees and birds and the like but learning how to work
artistically with more than just what we think we are working on. We learned
that when you work, you are not only working on some object but working also
on what it is with and around. Nothing is free or separate from that which is
around and with it. Understand the world with and around you, then life gets
alot more interesting, and in some cases even alot more likely.

In the martial arts the word "art" is very often left out in practice.
They often come down to schools of different "dueling styles", since the
enviroment is removed as much as possible from consideration. I am not down on
sportfighting, combat sports are a "hoot and a half", yet there is a much
bigger picture here to consider and "art", even martial art is all about
considering bigger pictures.

The next time you go out, take a look around you. Look close, look
further away, look at what is between you and the doors or around you
and any possible opponents. Don't say anything to the people you are
with because they will likely think you are some sort of "nut". That
is fine because a martial artist who is not "nuts" in some important ways , is
a disgrace to his or her chosen art(s).

When you are taking this look consider simple things, like "could I
really throw a roundhouse kick anywhere in this place"; "will going to
the ground only expose me to every pointy or steel toed boot in the
room, while making extricating myself from this mess impossible"; "Is it more
likely any of the stuff around me can trip me or my opponent better than
either of us could trip or throw each other in the dojo?

What you will start to see is that no matter what your skills, half
or more of them are useless or a detriment already. You will see that your
enviroment can do-you-in likely far quicker than your opponent.
Throw a crowd in an area that is already an obstacle course who
become "hostile obstacles" if excited and now you likely just can't
imagine what to do. Cops hate this sort of situation, but police have
something of a solution. They can order up more police, which is a luxury you
likely don't have.

When martial arts schools start training in areas set up more like
restaurants, crowded parties with furniture and sporting events, then the art
is alot more complete. This is a whole lot more than just "keeping up your SA"
(situational awareness). It is learning to use a situation to your advantage
with what you have and wherever you happen to be, in fast and fluent detail.
If that isn't "art" in every sense of the word, then what is?



Sun Tsu wrote, to paraphrase "Know your enemy, know yourself, know the land,
and you will not be defeated in ten thousand battles. This is an exageration
of course, but when is the last time in your martial arts school you worked
with "knowing the land"? When it the last time you went into an area filled
with obstacles and worked with using that enviroment against an oponent(s) in
order to attack covertly, defend yourself, or escape. Learning to see quickly
and near-instictively how to attack or defend with what is there. I am not
talking about simply finding hand weapons, but using the area as a weapon.
What can you push, pull or throw him into or over, what is in your way, what
is in the way of help or escape, what are the dangers beside my opponent, how
many people might want "in" on this, how is the crowd acting and moving? You
have to have this map in your head and get the skill of getting it quickly and
instictively without whipping out the sketchpad, a reference manual, and a
pack of markers.

Working intelligence assets learn mostly out of fear to "read an area"
especially for something like a dead-drop, where intelligence material is
left for someone else to pick up. A failure to have routes of escape, know who
belongs in the area and who does not, failure to have a place to get rid of
suspicious material fast, or failure to recognize an out of place vehicle
can pretty much end a brilliant career of "hardcore office politics". Sorry to
use such a dark example, but the "cultivated awareness" is the same, just used
for something a little more productive in your own case hopefully.

Musashi spoke of this, Sun Tsu wrote of little else if you read carefully.
There are always three of you in every fight, even in an otherwise empty room.
There is you, your opponent and your enviroment. If you have the enviroment on
your side, the fight is now two against one in your favor.

Much is often said in hushed tones about "mental arts", usually about "death
touches"and the like; Nonsense that hints at dark secrets and ancient black
magic; I would say that if you want a mental art then try this one: Everywhere
you go for a week or so, take a good look around, see what and whom is where,
understand how people move in the area trafficking naturally, see where they
naturally gather and areas of psychological "no mans land" in the place. Look
and see what is made of what, what looks hard, what looks durable and isn't,
what can be used to augment punches, kicks, trips or escapes, what can get 
someone off balance what is reflective and can give you warning, where can 
you herd them into or want to make sure they don't herd you into. You will 
find far more than you think you will, and practive developing a valuable skill.

Once you develop a feel for this, sneak a partner out of school who is at a
similar level to you, find places, practice (safely), exchange what you learn.
Art is about discovery, innovation and creativity. If you are not doing these
three, wherever and whenever you can, you are not an artist. Any school which
discourages these three as well as not helping you moderate the three by
developing judgement and reason about your art, you are welcome to; but it is
nowhere I want to be.

One other little bit from art school that has lived in my head for a couple of
decades now is that "real art lives out in the world". I think we were
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talking about photography but if that isn't also incredible martial arts
advice then what is? Understanding the enviroment and how to use to your
advantage what it contains is at least as useful a tool as decent oil paint, a
fine leica camera or a good right hook.  Without developing the understanding
of where you are and what to do with where you are, no art of any kind is
possible.
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The Belted B-Squat

Would you would like to do belt-squats because of a bad back, or just to put the effort on the legs without
bringing other muscle groups into it? However you maybe can't afford to get a setup or can't make one
since they are expensive and making one takes a lot of testing to get it to work right. 

This is still a belt squat, it just uses the belt a bit differently. It puts all the effort on your legs and keeps it
completely off your back. Here is what you do:

1. Take a thick powerlifting belt you don't care about very much. Pull the bar up and set the bar on the belt
behind the buckle like this. You can also take it out this way straight from the hangers in a power rack.

2.  The bar will divit the belt on either side which keeps it secure yet isn't really kind to the belt. This is why
you want to use one you don't care about.

3. Do B-Squats. All kinds of em'!



4.) It takes very little arm effort to hold it there as you can see:

This technique can also be used for lunges if you like, or split squats just as well. Just make sure your belt is
on tight and doesn't shift around much as you do the movement. You can take this out of the rack or do a
quick high pull to set it up there like the old continental style. Take it light at first, since your back and
hamstrings are not involved here, you will wind up using alot less weight than you think at first consideration.

By Bryce Lane Visalia Ca, Jan 30-06
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Workout "Hack" for Bad Back
This is a workout arrangment I wrote out for someone with a "bad" back. By "bad" I mean minor herniations in the cervical and
thorasic vertebrae, occasional pain in the lumbar area and some artritic degerneration in the cervical region. The bottom line in
this case is that something is about to happen but hasn't yet. The other bottom line here is that he wants to keep going and still
be strong but is willing to make some probably back (or worse) saving compromises. I write this mindfully that this is a
calculated risk, not a "100% solution" or even a "90% solution" but perhaps a "51%" solution that may just allow him to
accomplish some or much of what he wants to do but lower the risks from the way he normally trains (heavy!).

The first issue is to remove extreme spinal loading as much as possible without deconditioning him, this can be done by a
variety of means and here's the plan:

Monday       Bench Press to 3 near max singles
                  Supported Kb Row 8r/2s
                  Old Time Leg Press 20r/2s
           
Tues           Seated Pbn's 25-16-10-5r 
                  Seated Db bent row 25r/2s
                  Bridge Up 20r/2s
           
Wednesday Rest

Thurs          Flat press 10-8-6r 
                  Db curls 20r
                  KB/DB swings 20r Matched reps R+L 
           
Friday         Dips 2 max rep sets
                  Chins 2 max rep sets
                  Belt Squat 20-12-6r
           
Sunday Rest
           
Saturday     Seated Db row+press 3x12 
                  Sled runs as many 100yd sprints as can be done in 20m
           
Go for three weeks, then rest one.

*See notes at the end for exercise explanations.

There isn't any direct ab work here since I have noticed that most ab work strong enough to be effective on someone at this level,
also tends to irritate the back. Also from watching, I have never seen him have ab collapsing trouble on a squat or deadlift. Also
you will notice alot of pressing. The reason for that is that to win, this is where he needs to advance his total the most. His squat
and deadlift are not going to go up very quickly from now on so this is the area of most improvement potential. The pressing
exercises are different each day and aimed at making sure the chosen exercises and rep arrangments help each other without
overlapping too much. This scheme is based on an Anthony Ditillo workout I once read which worked well in my case and should
work well modified to his. 

The swings and bridge-ups are for helping the hip and low back area without direct heavy vertical loading, there is some shear
here so the reps are kept high and the weights lower. Hopefully with the extra legwork, they will take a little more of the action
while the midsection and lower back works on just staying more in the line rather than moving the weight.

*Flat press-Laying down on the floor roll the barbell past your head (turning sideways) then press it up from your neck. Keep your
elbows hands and arms close in and your elbows high. This is a very good tricep exercise.

*Belt Squat-Buy one from ironmind or make one by tying rope loops around a thick PL belt you don't care about anymore.

*Seated Db Row+Press-Sit upright on the end of a bench and row the dbs up to your shoulders, then press them overhead

*Sled Runs- Make a sled out of an old tire like in the other article. Hook or tie a chain or line to a belt around your waist or use a
dipping belt turned backwards, keep the load against your hips, not above.

*Supported KB Row-Works with Dbs also. Support yourself with one hand while you row the weight with the other. Do this
strictly, not the way normally seen.

*Old time Leg press-This is a tough one. Doing this in a power rack is the safest, you can also bridge press the weight up and
then slip your feet under the bar to support it. Have the bar on the soles of your feet and press it all the way up and down. Don't
let your butt come off the ground and don't twist. It also pays to wear shoes with a heel or some sort of depression to keep the



bar slotted in. 

*Seated Db bent row-Bend over sitting on the end of a bench till your chest is supported on your upper legs, grab the db's and
start rowing.

*Bridge-up-Sit with your upper back against the long edge of a weight bench. Row a barbell onto your lap and steadying it with
your hands arch up supporting yourself with your feet on the floor and your shoulders on the bench. Do not use enough weight to
make you not able to finish the rep or that makes you twist or shuffle your feet around!

This is the outline. Remember this is for one particular case. Feel free to modify this idea to your own purposes.

Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. Jan 26, 06
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"Forty Two"
In a favorite book of Jo's (my wife), they build a collosal computer to calculate the answer to "life, the universe and everything".
After millions of years they gather and ask this ill-conceived appliance what its answer finally is. It says in response, "forty two".
The gathered crowd becomes irate and rightfully so given the investment in this machine. However, realizing there is something
more at work they ask "Forty two"? The machine answers with what really may be the answer to "life, the universe and
everything", which is "learn to ask better questions".

I've been asking this question for perhaps twenty years now. "What are a set of 'root' lifts"? What small set of lifts can I do well at
that will put me within proximity of doing well with most others? This is my shot at the question, and though I'm sure exceptions
and holes in my set can be found, I think this is a pretty good setup generally for people who are into the "Ye olde tyme
all-around strong thang".

2 Arm Clean and Jerk-All about just getting lots of weight overhead.

Bridge Press-Like a bench press, except on the floor and arched up. Generally more weight can be handled in this than a bench
press. Lots of muscle groups involved and helps create a strong back arch also.

Barrel/Sandbag Shoulder-Hug the barrel or bag with one arm, and have the other holding underneath. Then lift it up till it rests
on your shoulder. Again, lots of muscle groups involved. You can also use a plateloading bolt for this.

1 arm Snatch-Snap a dumbell or barbell from floor to overhead in one quick motion. The first basic assymetrical overhead lift. 

Rack Pwr Squat-A Powerlifting style squat with the bar low on the traps but started from the bottom, from rack pins or stands of
some sort. More like a "back lift" than a regular squat and harder.

1 Arm Clean and Side Press-Clean a barbell or dumbell up to your shoulder without the help of the other hand, then bending
opposite the db or bb, press yourself away from it until your arm is straight, then drop under the implement and stand up holding
it overhead. The other basic assymetrical overhead lift. If you can do this and the snatch well, nothing else is too far out of reach.

I just wrote outlines of the lifts since most people reading this article know how to do them already. Chinups and such are not
included since "Ye olde tyme strongmen" were mostly about getting stuff off the floor.

You will notice that there are six lifts, which suggests a pretty effective arrangement in the order written; Work on one lift a day
and take a rest on sunday. Work by working up to a max, by doing as many reps as you can up to perhaps twenty, do lots of
sets short of failing, or do as many sets and reps as you can in twenty minutes. When you stop progressing by one rep scheme,
switch to another. This is a long term commitment, don't sweat a bad workout or two, just keep walking in the same direction.

This isn't the answer to "life, the universe and everything" but being strong at this set of lifts does put you in range of being strong
at most else.

Bryce Lane Visalia Ca, Jan. 19-06



Another Technique for practical flexibility “Bryce-O-Metrics”
 
This is another way of developing strength to handle further ranges of motion using isometric exercise. You need a length of
chain, two leg cuffs and carbiners to attach the chain to the cuffs.  You can also use a stack of boards, mats or even books for
the second technique.
 
Lets suppose you are trying to do a side split, this will also work for developing a high side kick. Put the cuffs on your legs
and attach a length of short “two feet should be a good start) of chain between them. Steady yourself on something (at first)
and raise one leg as far as you can till the chain stops you. Push as hard as you can against the chain for a slow count of ten,
then let your foot down. Take one of the carabiners and move it a couple more links down and repeat this, eventually you
will reach a point where you cannot pull the chain taught for the ten count. Shorten the chain till the longest point where you
could still pull it taught for your ten count. This is what you are trying to improve.
 
Now mark that point with a marker, twist tie or tape in a color for that exercise. Every workout you start a few links short
and over a few sets try and improve and make further the point at which you could pull the chain tight.
 
Not only will you develop a greater range of motion with this, but unlike sit down static kind of stretching, the extra range
will indeed be range of “motion”. You will be able to go there and come back without “stretching” anything. You will just be
able to move better in a larger range of motion.
 
You can do this by moving your legs in any direction, standing, seated or laying down. Do front leg raises standing up or
laying down, splits side or front laying on your back with your feet up or out, once you have the basic idea, much else
follows.
 
Suppose you are trying to improve your ability to frontbend. Lets do this example seated. Sit down with your legs together
and in front of you. Bend forward as far as you can under your own power with no help pulling with your hands. Now take
some boards, mats, books etc and stack them up to that distance on your lower legs so you can bend over and touch your
forehead to the top one. Bend and push your forehead against the top block for a count of ten (isometrically) come up again
and then try with one block lower. It is good to have blocks, books or mats of ½-1” inch, any more than that might be too
much of a jump.
 
Repeat until you cannot exert pressure against the top block for a count of ten. Next workout start a couple of blocks higher
for warmup and then remove blocks a set at a time to improve your your last workouts performance. Using this principle
there is a world of things to do. You can also do this up on your feet, holding different sizes of balls between your forehead
and lower legs for a ten or twelve count. Its the same principle, just a different position.
 
Lets suppose you want to work on backbend. Everyone knows how to do the yoga move called a “cobra”. This is where you
lay front down and raise your head as high as you can. In this case simply use a headstrap or chain around the back of your
neck, and attach the carabiner to an eye-hook in an out of the way area on your platform. Attach the chain and simply raise
up and curl your back as far as you can and hold it for your count, progress down the chain and try and improve between
workouts the same way as in the others. You can also use this to work with certain areas of the spine by limiting how much
curl is in your lower back. You can alternatively do this standing up with an eye hook fixed into a stud in the wall. It is the
same move, just a bit easier in some ways.
 
What you are practicing doing is again “attempting to apply force at progressively greater ranges of motion. Same principles
again, but another way of implementing them.
 

Another Technique for practical flexibility “Bryce-O-Metrics” http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053306/http://ironsports.tv/bryceom...
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Powerlifting  3Powerlifting  333

This is a simple system, a collection of things I have seen to work well put together. The basis of this 
system is variation, but just enough of it, with nothing irrelevant. This system is for people who want to be 
good at three lifts—and don't like wide detours. A way of keeping on track without becoming stale. 

There are three ways to challenge or build one repetition strength:

1. Maximum effort

2. Maximum power

3. Maximum work

“Maximum effort” is simply trying to do a heavier single than you have done before. “Maximum power” is 
trying to accelerate a submaximal weight as hard as you can at the peak of the power curve as it relates 
to powerlifting, which for most people is a weight of 60-75% of your best one rep max in training (not 
competition). The “maximum work” method is an expanded version of “doing reps”, which I think is more 
relevant for powerlifting. It is doing as many reps in a set time as you can—Increasing the weight and 
times you lift the weight in a limited time. 

The next “3” set to consider for this system is that the three most profitable ways to work on a lift 
generally are:

1. The lift itself in competition style

2. Work with your weakest stance or grip

3. Work from the weak position 

“The lift itself” is obvious—Simply working on polishing your competiton style. “Working with your worst 
stance” or grip means if you are a narrow bencher, work to get better at a very wide grip. If you are a 
sumo deadlifter, work with a conventional stance and if you are a wide squatter, work with the narrowest 
stance you can use and still keep your head up.” Working from the weak position” means starting your 
bench or squat from the bottom or just below the sticking point or doing your deadlifts from a platform. 

3 lifts, three methods, three styles. That's nine variations per lift and 27 variations overall, all variations 
that relate directly to increasing your total. 

Here's the outline:

Monday-Squat
Tuesday-Rest
Wednesday-Bench
Thursday-Rest
Friday-Deadlift
Saturday-Bench

Most people can bench twice a week just fine so there is a second bench day on Saturday. Simply start 
with one variation and once progress stops, switch to another and keep right on going.



As an example:

Progress stops on competition squat work so the lifter goes to density, doing as many reps as possible in 
twenty minutes trying to get to fifty reps then increasing the weight as long as possible. Once progress 
with density stops then the lifter switches to doing wide stance (since that is his weakest stance) squats 
with 70% of training max for many sets, trying to accelerate the weight as hard as possible and stopping 
the workout when he slows down perhaps 15%.

There are many-many variations that are combinations also, such as doing wide or narrow grip 
(depending on what is your weakest) benches, bottom up from the rack. Doing power work from a sumo 
Stance (if that is your weakest) in the deadlift and so on. All of these variations are relevant enough to 
help the lifts in question yet make sure you have enough variation to where you don't go flat or stale.

This works best if you pay careful attention when you go back to your competition style of any differences 
you feel about how you are doing the lift this time around. As you get better at wide or narrow benching, 
your natural grip may change, this has to be taken into account when you vary things the next time. You 
may also see that you have a great deal of strength but the bar slows precipitously at the sticking point 
giving you a clue you need to put more emphasis on the accelerative work next time. However don't just 
“pound” on anything in particular past the point where it stops paying off. You body makes its own 
decisions about some things and it pays to listen and negotiate rather than simply make demands your 
muscles and nervous system can't step up to. 

This is a form of cycling but there isn't really any “dead time” here. Its based on the fact that there are a 
lot of systems that are at work in improving a lift and that when one wears out, you can simply work on 
another. Once you burn out with doing heavy singles, you knock the weight back and work on “work/time” 
(density) or work on acceleration. If you are burned out on a wide grip you start doing work with that grip 
or a narrow one from the bottom up rather than top-down-up again. All of these directly relate to 
improving the lift yet are different enough not to “eat at” each other. 

Right before competitions it pays to get in plenty of competition style work. Three weeks before 
competition I have seen it best to practice lifts with 80-90% of training max for several singles with as 
much acceleration as you can in full competition form. All lifts crisp, clean, concentrating on perfecting 
form and speed with heavy but not “style breaking heavy” weights. This is easy to schedule. The rest of 
the time just keep plugging along, pay attention and watch your lifts rise as time goes on.

“If you fail to win by one means,  then win by another”--Musashi 

By Bryce Lane, 11-15-05



Just a few good lifts, 
that may or may not 
be “in the book”. 

By Bryce Lane, 10-20-05

You can do these with dumbells 
or kettlebells.



One Arm Continental and Bent Press Notes: Try to keep your 
upper arm on your flexed lat muscle as long as you can before the 
last push.To do this with a dumbell, place the end or face of the end 
plate on your knee so you can get your arm around and raise it up to
shoulder for pressing.



Alternating Curl and 
Press or “Dragan” Lift 
Notes: It's alright to use 
some swing on the curl. 
Alternate arms on each 
full rep.



Archer's Row Notes: Simple Pull, 
don't let yourself stand-up out of it. 
Try to be strict about the twist and
the height which you pull to.



Snatch Notes: Swing “out” as hard as you can and “up” will 
take care of itself. All you do for the catch is step forward a little 
and drop onto your rear heel. Practice light first absolutely. It 
doesn't have to come up very far to be caught easily as you 
simply punch your hand up under it and the bell goes around the 
back of your forearm for a soft landing.



Ez-Continental and Front Squat Notes: For 
dumbells just set them on end up on your knees. 
Switch front and back legs every some number 
of reps. The fifth picture makes a great elbow-
on-knee rest position for really long tough sets!



Clean and Thruster Notes: Swing 
back and as the bells come forward, 
step forward a bit and drop on your rear 
heel to catch them. From this position, 
come up as hard and fast as you can, 
pushing the bells to arms length with 
your arms as you push up with your 
legs also. One of the best power 
combos there is!



OverHead Lifting with the B-Squat
By Bryce Lane 10-14-05

This is one more way besides a split or squat style that I think uses the advantages of both while 
avoiding the drawbacks of either style. It is easier to learn, very stable and makes standing with the 
weight a good deal easier as well. This can be used with the Snatch, The clean, and all other one or two 
handed overhead lifts. It also makes doing a full drop jerk a bit more possible since the position is more 
upright and the recovery more forgiving.

Here is the basic step pattern below. You simply take a step after your pull a foot-length forward, roll 
up onto the ball of your rear foot and drop directly down over your rear heel. For recovery to standing, 
the pressure should be on the heel of your front foot and the ball of your rear. For any lift involving a 
drop to rack the weight, including the jerk, the footwork is the same.

For simple exerercise or repetitions lifting, switch legs evenly by some number of reps. For 
competition training always use the same foot going forward since you want to reinforce that pattern 
very precisely by consistent practice. 

For the two dumbell or two kettlebell clean, use the stance above, let the kbs or dbs swing well behind 
you and as they come past your hips, drop onto your heel and rotate your hands to rack them. This is 
very easy, even with heavy kbs.

Take step short step
forward after finishing
the pull, while rolling 
up onto the ball of the 
rear foot. Your body
drops on a line over
the rear heel to rack
the weight overhead.



For the one arm lifts it works better (at least in my case) to have the stepping foot and the lifting arm on 
the same side. You might find it useful to experiment but this is what has worked for me in dumbell, 
kettlebell and barbell lifts so far. In one arm kettlebell lifts it seems to work best to adopt a wide stance 
as below and then step in and forward for a low catch. This looks odd, but with a try or two you will 
see it feels very natural and has a nice rhythm to it.

Here is a picture of the bottom position in a regular barbell snatch, it looks strange at first but is 
actually very natural and comfortable once you get the feel of it. The drop is fast and recovery easy:

Kb Swing Path is
between legs, then
step in and forward
to drop to heel and 
rack low.

Kb Path



There are lots of ways to progress to lifting heavier weights. If you are not having progress, then perhaps its time to explore
another one of them.

There is a model of thinking about lots of things where you just examine what are the "necessary and/or sufficient
conditions" for accomplishing some feat you have in mind. First you develop a list of what they are, then write it down.

200# One Arm press-Necessary conditions

1.) Support, breathe and turn with 200# at shoulder.

2.) Bend with 200# held in position

3.) Press out 200# to lock

4.) Stand up, recover with 200# locked overhead.

All of these are necessary and the "sufficient condition" is the performance of all the above in isolation. If these conditions
are met then physically, you can accomplish the lift from one end to the other. There is one other part here where you need
to get it to your shoulder but for illustration purposes lets assume you are taking the bar off stands or in a rack.

Normally one would progress by simply doing the thing and adding weight as you can, but that's not the only way or even
the most desirable or workable way in the long term, eventually you will run into staleness and roadblocks. This approach
makes the roadblocks part of the system and can give you enough variety to cycle around the staleness, not to mention that
you will always know exactly where you stand in relation to what is necessary for what you have in mind.

Let's take the necessary conditions above and turn it into something we can use. First without being able to support the
weight and control it, nothing else on the list matters so we can start with a "support phase" with two exercises:

1.) Take the bar out of the stands or rack with one hand or if you wish to take it off the floor, rock it up and balance the
weight in one hand with your elbow resting on your side as close to your hip as possible and practice turning the weight into
a position with the bar well back on your "lat" for pressing. This is one rep. Try holding it for as many breaths as you can to
deal with the breathing issue. Once you can hold it steadily and under control for perhaps 10 breaths then return it to the
hangers or ground and try to add more weight till you get to 200# and the condition is met. For variety you can rotate rack
holds, one arm squats or rock-ups.

2.) Stand up and recover. This is also a supporting feat. One way to work with this is to set the bar on the crash pins well up
in the rack so all you have to do is shrug up to support the weight. Practice supporting the weight for time, measured in
breaths and once you reach a 200# support then lower the crash pins, bend as you would for the press and bend back up with
the bar at arms length for 1-3 reps. For variety if you need it, you can use a different implement like dumbbells, a bar of a
different length or thickness.

Once you can support your weight at the shoulder, control it and also support and recover from the bend, you are ready to
work on the next two conditions to be met:

1.) Bend with the weight supported vertically on your arm. Take a weight out of the rack or rocked up from the floor safely
under what you could support in the last set of exercise and practice simply supporting it as you bend sideways. Once you
can complete a bend with a weight smoothly and without shaking ad a slight bit more weight and work again. For variety
you can use dumbbells, or barbells of a different length and thickness.

Pig-Iron's Progress http://web.archive.org/web/20060618053213/http://ironsports.tv/pigprog...
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2.) Pressing out. Set the crash pins in the rack to what your press out point is or slightly under it. Practice pressing the
weight to arms length from here. Once you can press a weight then add a bit more. For variety you can cycle in higher and
slightly lower pressing points, working supported on the bench or floor etc.

On each of these exercises once you get to 200# go onto the next and then when all of them equal 200#, then start at a
somewhat smaller number like 160# and start integrating it all together until very shortly from that point you press the full
200#.

Now a few things to consider. The first is that it won't likely be so straight a line. Pick goals that are within reach. If you can
barely side-press 50#'s then perhaps 100# is a good goal here. You can also break this up into perhaps 25#-50# steps
(smaller steps again as you get more advanced) where you repeat this arrangement in long cycles for each 25-50#.

One more larger example is a 300# clean and jerk. Here are the necessary conditions for that:

Clean:

1.) Be able to grasp 300# with an overhand or hook grip.

2.) Be able to pull the bar with speed up to about navel level

3.) Rack the bar on your shoulders (flexibility and speed)

4.) Be able to stand with the bar (front squat-up)

Jerk:

1.) Be able to support 300# overhead

2.) Be able to propel the bar from your shoulders to just above eye level

3.) Be able to "catch" and stand with the bar fixed overhead.

Now if you look at all these divided first between the clean and the jerk and then branched into what is necessary for either,
they pretty much suggest how to go. Get the supporting and grasping stuff first since without that, nothing else matters
much, then come up with a variety of exercises to meet each condition. For example in the recovery from the clean, practice
front squats, front squats from the bottom-up in the rack etc. Have a couple of exercises for each in case one goes stale on
you, then as conditions are met go to the more challenging ones and then work on integrating those strengths.  

The big points here are:

1.) Break the big feat up into the little ones necessary to accomplish it.

2.) Arrange your list into things that are similar and in an order where the doing of one serves as the best basis for the next.

3.) Accomplish these elements and then start with a somewhat smaller weight than your goal and work on integrating it all
together.

This is nothing new again, people have done this, I'm just arranging it in a cycle arrangement that gives you the skills and
strengths to do the lift, yet the variety so you don't burn out doing the same thing over and over, trying to just add weight.
There are lots of ways to progress and this is just another one of them,

Bryce Lane Visalia Ca. Aug 2, 2005
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The idea of just specializing on strengthening energy pathways and recovery is fascinating since it is at the core of so much.
Having seen alot of different ways to do this, different interval and mixed mode schemes. I decided to see what I could do
with the idea. This will probably take 5 min per round but it is a simple scheme that will do the job.

Start with 3 rounds of:
 
20r/max set
3min continuous
5r/max set
1min recovery

You can use a huge variety of exercises, but use "big ones" for the short intervals and don't turn the 3min into a rest. Do
something you can "just" do for three min barely like fast rope jumping, squats, lighter swings or snatches etc. You will have
to make adjustments since obviously a 5r/max coming after all this will be lower than if you were lifting fresh and the 20r
max set will be with a lighter resistance or easier exercise than you could do fresh also, but a run-thru or two will give you a
ballpark idea of what you can really do.

The second major idea here is to work towards "jumping pathways" in the longer term. This means to make what was your
5r/max set into your 20r/max set and what was your 20r/max set into your three minutes of continuous work; then to add
something much harder for your 5r/max. To "shift the frame" over one position at a time till you are doing things
continuously that you could only do for 5r some time ago. Because this is done in a series and the weights lighter or the
exercises lighter than if you were fresh, the 5r, 20r and 3min continuous will be closer in resistance and easier to work with
for this than you might think.

An example:

3 rounds of:

20r snatch 100#
3min fast jumprope
5r BB Jerk 150#
1min recovery

Try to add as many reps per workout as you can on the short sets then when what was the 20r set takes 3min to complete at a
good clean pace, then make that your 3min set, if you BB jerk is up to 20r, move that to your 20r set now and choose a new
and heavier 5r exercise. This is a long term scheme and you can see I imagine the possibilities for getting in some pretty
awesome kinda shape.

However, in the shorter term, remember the value of well chosen rest and some variation. Have a few light days of only one
round through and the occasional "hell" workout of five times through anyway you can. Vary the exercises also, for example
if you have are now doing BB jerks for 3min then the next heavy exercise on the other end should be a lower body one and
vice versa. Mix it up!

A bodyweight only "on the floor" version of this might be:

3 rounds of:
20r high-as-possible jump squats
3 min t-squats
5+5r one arm pushup
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Add reps as you can and then when close enough, make the switch, move the frame over and choose a new heavy exercise
like one arm squats or HSPU's

This is simply an idea, a framework for you to create something that suits your own circumstances. This is also nothing
entirely new, just a simple arrangement for it. What I like about this idea is the "shifting the frame" concept. In the long term
taking something you could only do for a few and then working to where it is something you can do all day. That is
progress!

Bryce Lane Visalia Ca. July 21, 05
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Usually when you think about the types of muscle contractions, what comes to mind is isotonic where you exert effort
against an object and it or you moves, Isometric where you exert effort but nothing moves and "negative" contractions
where you exert effort but the object or you moves against the contracting muscle. The trouble with all of these is that since
they focus on a single muscle or group of muscles they don't' tell you much or give you any "handle" on what is actually
happening. In each of these cases from the point of view of the muscle, the same thing is happening...its contracting. The
contraction is the same, the muscle is doing the same thing though the resistance is doing quite differently.

I'm going to describe a different model which has much more of an application in actually solving problems and opening up
doors to progress. The first consideration is that muscles in any real motion never work alone, so it is critical to consider not
what any single muscle does but how they interact and are given tasks by your nervous system together to accomplish any
particular act along with the using the feedback that is the basis for corrections.

For this model lets consider that your neuromuscular system can do three things for any athletic motion:

1.) Direct Effort-Effort to move an object or oneself directly

2.) Dynamic Stabilization-A dynamic supporting effort by opposing muscle groups to stabilize an object or some part of
the lifter even as positions may change.

3.) Static Stabilization-A simple static set of contractions to "fix" an object or some part of the lifter in a fixed position.

The last two, are what enables #1 to happen at all. They play a supporting role just as critical as #1 but get so much less
attention.

This model is better since it describes how your mind, nervous system and muscles work together to accomplish actual
work. There is lots you can do with this model. For example, lets consider a simple overhead press. At the same time during
the lift your hands and forearms contract statically to grip the bar, your midsection and back is dynamically stabilizing you
to keep the bar in the right "groove" for the duration of the lift, you position may shift at any part of the lift but you keep
yourself in the right position at each stage to keep the bar in the most efficient place for your arms and shoulders to press the
bar up efficiently. Not to mention everything else in your body from your ankles to your neck is contracting statically just
enough to keep position elsewhere.

In every lift or motion you do, these three modes or behaviors work together and you are "strong" to the extent that they do.
We often put so much of our effort into understanding and working with #1 that we forget the importance of #2 and #3; for
example take the example of the press above. Suppose that you have the strength (in the abstract) to press 300#s with the
arms and shoulders, however since your midsection can only dynamically stabilize a 235# effort, you will get "the wobbles"
and no matter how much strength you have in your arms and shoulders, the lift will not happen since you are not stable
enough to apply the force at the various stages of the lift. If your forearms and hands cannot contract statically hard enough
to hold and fix the bar, if you can't lock your knees hard enough to keep them straight under you, the problem is the same.

Someone who has specialized in some lift or set of lifts will have all sorts of #1 in the right areas, yet a lack of specific skill
and strength in #2 and #3 for the new task being trained for now. We mostly assume that if there is a strength or endurance
problem it lies in #1, however that is not always the case. In fact it may be less often the case than anyone assumes, to prove
this all you have to look at is how much more people lift when seated and the weight is tracked for them, then standing with
a resistance that isn't connected to anything but the lifter. See how many jerks, snatches and bench presses are missed simply
because after a great lift up till that point, the lifter simply can't lock his elbows with that weigh? #3 sounds so simple yet
along with flaws in #2, accounts for the majority of missed lifts.

Of the three #2 is the most complex and often where much can go wrong. This is a hi-tension balancing act, a moment to
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moment, precise "give and take" between antagonistic and separate muscle groups that must work together, quickly and
precisely to keep the lifter and the resistance in position. An extreme example of this sort of neuromuscular behavior is the
"turkish get-up" where the entire body works to dynamically stabilize a weight overhead as the lifter moves into various
positions on the way to getting up. Another excellent example is the "bent-press" and overhead squats which are almost
entirely about this as a limiting factor and #3 also. If you miss either of these, it was a problem with #2 or #3, very rarely is
it #1. Once you understand what to see, its easy to spot what the trouble is and come up with a task-specific way to work on
it.

The key to using this model for problem solving is to observe what actually going wrong and not just assume its some lack
of #1. To use the press as an example again. Is it a matter of the bar stopping and not moving further even thought the lifter
is in the right position and in control of his body through the lift, or does he get out of position during the lift or look "loose"
with the midsection wobbling around or knees not locked? Are the hands tight on the bar and the forearms firm? Observing
these things gives you the direction to work in if you can see it. A possible short straight path to fixing a problem and getting
faster progress.

Simply learn to observe and overload just what needs help in the mode it needs help in. There is more to it than "contract
muscle, move object". If you can see and work on precisely what needs working on, then that is much more efficient than
chasing yourself in ghostly circles.

Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. Jul 5, 05
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I hear this all the time and its true for what it is meant...sort of. There is no "thing" new under the sun. But what this phrase
does is point out a huge human blind spot that has caused us humans allot of trouble. The way it all operates is not with
"things" but relationships between them and there is lots new under the sun there. Maybe there are only so many "things"
but when you start counting the ways you can arrange those things creatively to your advantage, you just run out of numbers
and give up.

In weightlifting this is especially the case. It all really has been done if you count things like bending knees and elbows,
can't miss. However the ways programs can be put together so that what you are doing is complimentary rather than
antagonistic to your purpose, that is where the action really is. Most writing you read in this field is about recipes, to get the
right results you need the right ingredients, but the trouble comes when there is so much emphasis on the ingredients, we
forget how to make a cake. The cake is all about the relationships between the ingredients, not just dumping stuff in a bowl
and shoving it in the oven. If this is the way you make a cake, don't invite me to any of your dinner parties. Not only this but
in any of these recipes you have one ingredient that you never really know how well it will get along with the other
ingredients at any particular time or under any certain circumstances. That ingredient is you and there is a whole new world
under the sun there.

Lets say you have been at all of this a year. You've worked with doing ye-olde twenty rep squat, DL and press. An old and
venerable program, very reliable, but progress while pretty good at first has stopped. You know its a good routine, all the
ingredients for success are there but still you are stale, starting to dislike workouts and afraid you are heading backwards.
Most people at this point start blaming themselves rather than think about getting out the wrench and working on what is
obviously now not working. The ingredients may all be good but perhaps the trouble is in the mix. When you mix two
things together, you get a whole new thing which may or may not be like its parts.

Aside from hundreds of exercises there are quite a few ways to work on strength or endurance:

1.) Work on adding resistance.

2.) Work towards adding repetitions.

3.) Work on doing more in less time.

4.) Work on doing more work in a limited time.

5.) Practice the motion of the lift till you get sharp and quick at it (GTG or "neuromuscular facilitation")

6.) Assistance exercises to help the lift you have in mind.

7.) Working on weak areas in the rack, or with chains or bands.

8.) Working on endurance to aid strength.

9.) Working up your strength to aid your endurance.

10.) Changing the tempo or speed of the lift (high pulls vs DLs for example).

There are probably more but this is what I could think of at the moment.

There is one bigger set, bigger than all of the above put together exponentially and different perhaps than the effects of any
of its components. That set is "some combination of any of the above". That which is well put together is more than the sum
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of its parts. A good painting is more than just the colors of paint you use.

One definition of a good mechanic is "knows how to use his tools to solve problems". This is a good definition for a
weightlifter, sportsman or coach also. Winning or improving is all about solving problems. If you solve yours better than he
solves his....you most often win (aside from dumb luck).

An example of how this can go bad is the "if some of one thing is good, then lots of it must be even better". This is allot like
saying "if a pinch of salt on this catfish is good, then the whole cannister of Morton's must be even better. You see this all
the time in programs that have all of one set or rep scheme for every exercise whether it is good for who is doing it or not.
Doing three sets of twelve may be great to give you progress in one exercise, but a whole program of it might stale quicker
than leaving your beer in the Texas summer sun.

An example of how keeping your thinking open on this can be seeing that much of your program isn't producing progress;
However you have slow progress still on the squats but all the others are stopped dead. You change to one or more other
modes from above along with some exercise changes that fit in after some critical thinking. Now after a couple of weeks that
it is all running along well as a whole now adjustments were made with the whole in mind.  Instead of doing 20rep sqs, and
12 reps on everything else, you are doing 50reps of squats with a lighter weight and a five minute limit. Doing presses from
eye level in the rack (weak point) and doing heavy db swings for eight sets of heavy doubles instead of the SLDLs you were
doing which combined with the heavy squats trashed you out. Also just as a minor matter, you reversed your grip on the
chins and made the reps faster. Not just some progress here or there, but the whole picture looks good. This is what you
want, not just good ingredients but a good cake. You keep making little "tweaks" as you go along spotting problems and
possibilities for improvement honing your recipe to county fair perfection. Each of these decisions was made to work with a
particular problem and improve the whole. All adjusted to work with all else to produce a better sum than that of just the
components.

You have started looking at the relationships between the things you are doing, not just the things themselves. If you can't
squat and DL at the same time there are alternatives that will fit in better for you. If your chins go stale with benching on the
same day then sometimes a little adjustment gets it all started again etc. Maybe you need to keep one thing the same and
change the others, and maybe you want to keep most the same but change one "problem child" so it fits in better. The
important thing is to have a sense of proportion and not over-react by jumping from one opposite philosophy to another and
becoming a "Iron-game vagrant". Dont' hate wrenches and love hammers or the other way around, pay attention and learn
how to use either tool for the right job along with the others. The right tools working together is worth far more than any one
of them in particular.

"Less isn't more"; Less is less, more is more, enough is enough and dead-on-right is even better. Most really successful
workouts you see people using are not based on one philosophy or another but some personal mix of modes and solutions
which varies with time as new problems and possibilities are found.

"How do I do this" is the question now? The answer is "I dunno", that's the thing. You gotta get in the kitchen and make
enough bad cakes to know all about making a good one. You gotta listen to the success and disaster stories of other cooks
critically and just keep going in the direction you have chosen. Jerry Spence the famous attourney says essentially that the
only way to become a good attourney is to be a bad one and 'pile up bodies' long enough to improve".  However I will add to
what Jerry said, in that this only works if you are paying attention and have an open mind. If you have a narrow philosophy
of all of this and are being strangled by it, you will likely never improve.

Every workout or cycle you create for yourself or other people is the paint that will determine the big picture at some point
in the future. This is the territory of craftsmen, explorers and artists who take pride in their work and enjoy being creative,
making adjustments, solving problems. Todays world is full of "de-skilling" or "dumbing down" of every job or occupation
known to man. They try to do it all by formula so individuals are replaceable and cheep, dont' sell yourself or the people you
are helping short by going with this. The thing that really separates us from the animals is that we can make something other
of ourselves than we are today or were yesterday. If you give this sort of creativity up for formulas...what or who are you?

This short article is not to depress you about the "long road ahead" but to show that there really can be allot new under the
sun if you want to learn how to make it so. The secret to lots of activities is not to get blinded by looking at the "things" or
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ingredients but to work on understanding and using the relationships between them, and that is "the cake". When anyone
tells you "its all been done" you know you are talking to someone who has a real small idea of what "it all" might be, blow
em' off you got more and better to do.....if you work on learning to see it.

Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. 6-30-05
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Take a lift in each of these four categories, use a weight you can get 20 to 50 reps with. For example for presses you can use
a simple barbell press, a bench press, side press or bent press. Just have it set up before you start the workout so you don't
have to set up the next lift during your rests. Have it all arranged so all you have to do is move to the next lift. Do as many
reps as you can in each lift, count the reps normally with two handed lifts and "matched reps" with one handed lifts between
right and left hands. If you do a squat or pull that is assymetrical like the useful, elegant and most worthwhile "B-Squat"
then count "matched reps" also, just like with one handed lifts. "Pulls" can be cleans, snatches or swings as well as chinups
or rows for people who want to do those lifts.

 When you finish the workout write it down and try to improve on the total next time. Don't worry about single lifts, just try
to do more work. Having a small chalkboad to write your individual exercise totals during the rests then add them up
afterwards might be helpful.

A Press Set

30sec

A Squat Set

30sec

A Jerk Set

30sec

A Pull Set

End

Work out every other day M-W-F-or two days a week M-Th if three days is too much. 1 of every three workouts give
yourself a "hell day" where you go through the cycle of lifts three times rather than one with a two minute rest between full
cycles.

If for two consecutive workouts you don't increase the number of reps (in the first cycle through, if it happens to be "hell
day") then change the lifts to alternatives. You can likely go on this way and make progress for a long time if you choose
your exercises well. It might help for example if you were doing two handed barbell presses on the last run, had two "stale"
workouts and need a change, next time go to a one handed lift. Dont' make small changes, make big ones.
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This is nothing new. Ken Leistner, and some of the old-style "HITers" used to reccomend going through a set of exercises
one set each with no rest between. I've always thought this was great for endurance and strenght endurance work much more
than for 1rm strength or bodybuilding. I put the 30 sec rest in to give you a little safety margin so you can go all-out on the
sets rather than just slopping through it. I have found that doing one set straight to another that you wind up taking little rests
like this anyway and telling yourself that you are not "resting"...so why not make it part of the workout; working in strong
intervals rather than flat seems to get better results anyway. Circuits have also been around for a long time but this is a
"heavier" and simpler arrangement that most of these. Also tossing in the "hell day" is a small but effective addition to make
sure you dont' get too comfortable for too long...

Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. Jun 7, 2005
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This isn't the conventional use for medicine balls, but most of the best stuff you can do is like that.

While training an MMA competitor (Local "gladiator challenge"), I got to thinking about where the worst places to fight out
of are; a strange and not-completely explored area between grappling and striking. There just isn't much info or practice
methods out there when it comes to perfecting striking on the ground or while "hooked-up" or in a clench. Most of what I
have seen involves ways to break or create space so it can be more like "stand-up" or to close so its more a grappling sort of
fight. However it seemed that in the time it takes to try and change the style of the fight to one more of your liking, you
could be doin' damage and in a way its real hard to see coming and even harder to counter without walking right into more
or worse. This isn't "stand-up" or "ground" this is "mauling 101" and you can make it work for you. The best animal to be if
someone wants to fight close is an angry porcupine that just won't let go for anything. This is about how to "grow the
spines".

The principles are:

1.) You are too close to see-You must learn to feel your orientation in relation to your opponent and not the ground (BJJ is
great about this). You must by feel know where his limbs and target areas are at all times (without looking) so you can feel
and work for openings while protecting yourself and keeping the initiative. You must learn to stay close and be comfortable
there, not have to create space to strike. "Smothering him out", yet delivering your strikes at will. This is a little like a four
limbed version of some wing-chun exercises.

2.) You must develop the talent of hitting HARD in very short strokes, developing power in some ways that are not intuitive
and will take some practice to perfect. You can't rely on hip-snap or leg power in punches and your kneeing power must
come from the hips and abs more than usual. You must learn to use your connection with your opponent to magnify the
power of your strikes and "drill" the strike through your opponent or the ball, not just bop the surface.

3.) You gotta learn to keep moving-Unless you have found an opening or openings you can exploit completely and end the
fight, you have to learn to move and keep control at the same time as you find openings and exploit them.

Training for this of course requires practice with an opponent, but since no human being should be treated like this full force
on a regular basis especially if you are learning to develop power, it pays to have something you can be merciless on while
still learning the skills. This is where the medicine ball comes in. Lots of MA's do work striking on the floor with a heavy
bag, but heavy bags don't move, they can't roll as you can and they are just not that portable. You can do this anywhere,
home, gym, motel rooms, anywhere. Newer medicine balls are also made of this odd kind of rubber than dents according to
how hard you hit, so its easy to tell if you have any power. The bigger the dent, the better the strike.

I use a 10#er but it doesn't really matter too much as long as its heavy enough to take a punch without flying around. This
also gives me just enough room on the floor to do knee work and still give me lots of warning if I am "imprecise".

You may be asking "well, ok what do I do". The answer is "what works, and what you can make to work", be inventive and
learn what works in your own case, we are not all the same. Tall skinny guys can get away with some stuff close-up that us
short thick guys can't and vice versa. The ball can be worked in any orientation. Against a wall, on the floor with you riding
or on the floor with you on the bottom, mix it up and make it fun. Keep moving like you are sparring. When you are just
sitting or standing and practicing strikes, work on "drilling in" and boring that strike to the middle of the ball, punch
"through" not on. Here is what I have practiced though.

1.) Palms- Up close you just can't develop much power with a fist, it also costs you space, your hand is closed and away as
well so you already have lost contact with your opponent in a way that can get you in trouble. Do this sitting up at first,
holding the ball against you. With your punching hand touch your fingertips to the ball and without drawing back, smash
your palm into the ball using shoulder drive, chest power (shoulders pulling together or traps for uppercut) and a strong ab
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contraction. This strike can be done high with your fingers pointing up headwise or low with your fingers in the direction of
the feet. This also makes it real hard to tell from his point of view if you hand is moving to grapple or if he's gonna just get
hit again. This should be lightning fast and you should never lose contact with the ball even between punches. The bigger
the dent in the ball, the better you did.

After you have the feel of this, go against a wall or to the ground, "ride" the ball and deliver these strikes into the where the
head, ribs or whatever else important you can get to then move yourself or the ball to new target points while keeping the
pressure on. Make it a habit that when you punch you also have the ball or your opponent "stopped" on the other side. This
helps the amount of force you can develop the better you lock to him.

2.) Elbows and hammers-This is pretty obvious but make sure you mix up your strikes down-side-uppercut and be able to
move quick enough on the ball to where (unless you already have an opening you pound repeatedly and end the fight with),
he has no idea where the next is coming from. Develop power from your abs, chest and shoulders not just your arm. Learn
also how to "hacksaw" across the face and practice delivering combinations of hammer blows, elbows and hacksaws without
losing contact as much as possible for example an elbow into the head, hacksaw across the face and follow it with a hammer
to the nose bridge in on the way out. You can hold the ball close to your shoulder and head to practice turning in to do this.
Practice not telegraphing anything. Keep em' coming...

3.) Knees-Standing up, you have distance to develop force and the ground under you. On the ground you have only a few
inches often, but learn to move between holdowns and hit in short powerful strokes (using the abs and hips curling in) from
the sides while holding the ball or your opponent against the blow. A knee is a massive and very hard thing that can do allot
of damage if you can master the shorter stroke. One of these delivered into the head or ribs if you know how to create the
power can go a long way towards ending the fight. Using the ball teaches you to be precise since if you aren't you will knee
the floor or it just wont' work. It teaches you to move and practice strikes from different and unexpected angles while getting
feedback on how hard you are hitting.

These are some ideas but there are others and I think you probably have enough to start with. First learn the strikes, learn
how they are different and how to develop power from here, then get close and take it to the wall or ground. Use the ball and
the next time you do "ground and pound" in the dojo you will find yourself much quicker, more unpredictable (he won't see
your set-ups, cause there aren't any) and much more powerful from positions you could previously not develop power out of.

Bryce Lane Visalia Ca. Jun 4, 2005
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What you will see may seem odd or counterintuitive to you but if you give it a chance I think you will be very pleased with
the result. This all started as an experiment in repetition lifts like presses and jerks. A way of making the lifters base and
“groove” wider so more reps can be done. Steve Short and I were talking about barbell pressing and I remembered an article
by Keith Wassung about pressing technique. I have not been able to find that article again but it recommended using a
somewhat staggered stance. I have seen this before in some old books but didn't really “see” it. One of W.A. Pullum's books
from early in the century shows this style on some lifts. I does widen the groove on pressing a lot and takes away much of
the “stick” in the sticking point. We thought there might be more to this and started doing this same stance also with
repetition jerks, same effect. I increased what I could do with dumbell jerks by a full four reps. There seemed to be a bigger
principle at work here. Aside from making the jerk easier it also allows a great deal of stable drop without moving your feet.
It meant a great many reps to Steve. 10 more reps in the Jerk with 3/4's bodyweight.

Steve, who doesn't have the greatest time in the world doing olympic lifts (long arms) , tried this with cleans also it worked
well for him. It got the weight back over a stronger base once it cleared his front knee, allowing for a much stronger “snap”
at the top. I tried also but got less from this, though I certainly did better. I think I am so used to classic pulling that it might
take a bit more practice.

It gets even crazier though. All this is useful but certainly nothing new. Lifters have been using staggered stances for
overhead lifts for a long time. The strangeness came when I, on something of a whim, tried this with the squat. I haven't
squatted in nearly a year due to knee surgery and haven't really been looking too much forward to it either after doing
aerobics for six months. I tried with 135# then 205#, fine. Aside from the fact that it seemed a little too light and easy for
20reps I didn't think much of it. I thought this would have a lot of application in squating for endurance and strength
endurance since once you squat with one leg forward, you can switch to the other and feel pretty fresh again and continue
switching every ten or so reps just like with the repetition jerks done before. This is an improvement with a specialized
application and I felt pretty good about it especially since it didn't hurt my knee either way, no trouble at all.

I sent this to a couple of other people to try since I thought this ease might be due to some peculiarity of the way I am built
with the warning that while this might be good for repetition squatting with lower weights, it might not be good for “maxing
out”. I thought about this and wondered “well, why wouldn't it be”? So I went out in the gym loaded up to 225# and it felt
like nothing, went to 250#, just as easy, then 315# and still no problem. Squatted down, stood up, no sticking point. Went to
350#'s the next day and it still feels easy in spite of the fact I am coming up on the toes of one foot down in the bottom of
this squat. I tried 350#'s conventionally with my normal stance. It was possible but hard and made that painful egg behind
my kneecap come up again. No damage but didn't feel too good. My highest raw contest squat is 501# in conventional style
with only a belt. I think I could come close to that number in this style without the belt but I am being cautious since I don't
want to create problems for myself and I have the time to creep up on it.

To add to this even further, all of these squats were done with the bar up on my traps, if you drop the bar down to the power
position on the rear delts, the leverage in this lift is just plain absurd. The leverage difference in dropping the bar seems
much greater than in a normal squatting style. All you do is just stand up with it. Adding a belt in might boost it even more,
but one of the good things about this style is that there is hardly any back in it. Your back moves but you don't feel much
stress there or in the abs. The stress and effort is very evenly distributed and you can tell, once you try, in spite of how it
looks.

After trying to figure out how this works and why it became obvious. All the levers are shorter, no sticking point since there
isn't a tight groove to track at all and the force is more under you. There is another big factor also that if you think about it, it
opens up a lot of doors about other ways to modify lifts. Everything you do is a cycle of “effort, feedback and correction”. A
squat isn't a simple push, it is a long series of these cycles that happen well out of concious reach if you are well practiced.
The better you get the quicker and more precise this cycle is. It is what science-minded lifters call “neuro-muscular
facilitation” and the Pavelite's call “GTG” or “greasing the groove”. In a regular squat, much energy is wasted keeping you
on a very narrow track back to front and side to side. If you were to make a model of this it would be two hydraulic
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cylinders pointed up towards a center with a weight on it. If these cylinders are both of equal strength with smooth
duty-cycles then all is fine. However humans don't work like this. We are bilaterally symetrical but only to a degree. If one
of those cylinders in our model is weaker or less precise in its motions than the other, then that throws it all off and all
movement up must be in short efforts with positional feedback and then a correction to keep the weight centered, throw the
front-back axis into the equation and it gets even more complex. A conventional squat is a series of efforts and corrections to
keep a weight on a very tight course. Suppose you had a way not to waste so much energy on just keeping the bar on the
right path?

What happens in this squat is that the force is under you directly, not so much effort is wasted on “keeping in the groove”
since it is such a wide groove. There is no need to wiggle or shift in any part of the motion; you just stand up. I think your
body allows you to use much more force if there are not so many corrections and adjustments to be made. You are not
making so many small compensations all the way up.

Here is the stance. Give it a chance, don't get too wide or deep:

Here is a picture from the front:
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And here is a short video of the squat itself. I tried to slow it down so you can actually see what I am doing. If it is too dark
on your screen, turn up the brightness a bit:

Lots of people have tried this and it seems to be doing pretty much the same thing for anyone that gives it a try.

Bryce Lane
Visalia Ca. 3-8-05
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Contested Lift one:

Jerk
Press

One handed
Two handed

Barbell
Dumbell

Contested lift two:

Clean
Snatch

One handed
Two handed

Barbell
Dumbell

The lifts for the contest are decided by three sets of coin flips publicly for each of the two contested lifts on the day of the
contest. For example:

Jerk or press, Jerk is "heads" coin lands "tails"...its a press. Next flip 1handed is "heads", coin lands "heads" ...its a one
handed jerk. Next flip Barbell is "heads", coin lands "tails"...its a one handed dumbell jerk for the first lift.

For the next lift there is a second toss series. Clean is "heads", coin lands "tails"...its a snatch. Next flip, 1 hand is "heads",
coin lands "tails" its a two handed snatch. Next flip BB is "heads", coin lands "heads" the second contested lift is a Two
hand snatch with a barbell.

The contest will consist of a one hand dumbell jerk (cleaned once and jerked for reps) and a two hand barbell snatch.

Men and women with classes for each of the following-

Open-Ages 16-50
Masters-Ages 50+
Youth-Ages 14-16
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There are no weight classes since resistance is set by bodyweight ratios. Awards are made to the winner in each class.

Weights:

The resistance for each lift is by proportion to bodyweight. Before the first contested lift the contestant is weighed in the
attire he or she will be lifting in and the resistance is set according to the table:

Total load:

Cleans, 2/3 bodyweight
Snatches, 1/2 bodweight

Presses, 2/3 bodyweight
Jerks, 3/4 bodyweight

In the case of one handed lifts half of these loads is used in one hand.

The weight of the bar or dumbells is counted as part of the load.

For the barbell and divided in two for dumbell lifts. For example if the lift is a two handed barbell clean the weight for a
220# lifter in the open class would be 145#. If the lift is a One handed dumbell press then the weight in one hand for the
same lifter would be 72.5#.

All decimal points are rounded up to the next half pound.

The ratios are the same for the Master's and Youth classes but the contestants only compete within the class unless they sign
up for the Open class. A contestant may enter only one class in any given contest.

There will be a minimum of two and a maximum of four plaforms set up with a position for a counter and a ref at each. The
counter will count reps for an electronic display and the ref will keep a backup count while checking for violations of any
rule.

A Platform is a secured double layer of 3/4 inch 4'x8' plywood painted with a grey non-skid surface. Or Plywood of the
same type with a secured 4'x8' 1/2" thick rubber matt secured to it.

Perferably members of each class will compete concurrently with each other one to a platform.

The contest will be decided by who has the highest total of lifts between the two. In the case of a draw, another lift is chosen
by coin flips and that lift is contested directly between the parties to the draw.

Two handed lifts are counted by repetition. One handed lifts are counted by "matched reps" which means that only reps
matched by both hands are counted, for example if a lifter does thirty five reps with the first hand and then completes thirty
reps with the second, he has a thirty rep total in that lift.

A lifters set is terminated by:

1.) A gross violation of the rules or poor sportsmanship (taunting, cursing, throwing the implement etc.)

2.) Intentionally putting down an implement on the ground.
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3.) More than 10 seconds between a rep.

4.) Three repetitions not completed fully.

5.) Obvious danger to the lifter, or lack of control by the lifter.

In the case of equipment failure all lifting on every platform is stopped, the situation is repaired or equipment replaced and
the set is started again with a new count.

In the case of disagreement, the issue is settled after the completion of the sets by decision of two out of three Referees after
review of the video record.

In all cases-If the lifter puts down the bar on the ground the set is terminated.

Snatches-The lifter will take the bar from the ground and take it in one motion for full arm extension overhead from full
arm extension at the hang. Any width of grip may be used out to the inside of the innermost plate.

Cleans-The lifter will clean the bar to the shoulder or shoulders in one motion from full arm extension at the hang. The bar
or plates may rest on the shoulders at the top of the motion.

Jerks-The implement will be held in front of the lifter at the shoulder and jerked to full extension in one motion.
 In the case of a dumbell, plates are not to rest on the shoulder.

Presses-The implement will be pushed from the shoulder to full arm extension above the head and finished when the lifter is
at full arm extension in a standing upright position. The legs must be locked throughout the lift. In the case of a dumbell,
plates are not to rest on the shoulder.

The barbell will be a six foot bar one inch in diameter of cold rolled non-tubular steel with the stops twelve inches in from
either end, weights fixed with secure double-bolt collars.

The plates will be standard weight place with a one inch hole, painted or colored for identification by the refs and audience.

The dumbell will be of a similar material eighteen inches in length with thin welded washers for inside collars, five inches of
handle and secure double-bolt outside collars. Dumbells will always be loaded in ten pound plates.

Lifters may wear shorts, a singlet or a T-shirt of their choice either blank or printed with a non-provocative or non-offensive
message or advertisement. Shoes are of the lifter's choice. No supportive or helpful equipment may be worn.

I've designed this based on some idea's I like from several heavy sports including powerlifing, Olympic lifting, turn of the
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century northern European weightlifting contest and Girevoy or kettlebell sports.

By using resistances in proportion to bodyweight this will make for livelier contests due to many fewer classes and the fact
that more competitors can compete with each other than in series. Livelier for the crowd also since there is now some actual
competition to watch. It also opens the door to some various strategies in lifting since heavy lifters will have some
advantages or disadvantages in some lifts that lighter lifters may not and vice versa. There is a great motivation to be "lean
and mean".

By deciding lifts at the contest it covers most of the classic lifts and gives a bit of suspense about needing to be ready for
anything and well trained in general. Over several contests this levels things out since no great advantage one may have will
play out in every contest, there will be no "easy guesses" at who might be more likely to win.

By simplifying the lifts and making the contest by repetition I think it may be safer, more useful for others sports and more a
contest of general strength/fitness than more specialized competitions. Simplifiying the lifts to be from the hang also makes
the contest more accessible since the lifts are easy to learn.

The bar is simple and one inch in diameter since this makes the lifts accessible even to people with small hands. The 6', 1"
diameter bar is the one used at the turn of the century for many lifts and is easy to standardize and replace if necessary.

By limiting it to dumbells and barbells it makes it so it is very unlikely that either is unavailable to any lifter or likely
participant. It might be possible to consider adjustable kettlebells when or if they become widely available in most
commercial or personal gyms. Lets keep it accesible and affordable!

Another possibility might be to have three types of contests and a ranking system that goes with it for example:

1.) Local or "entry" contests-Open to everyone except those who made national or state level in the last two years. As
many a year as anyone likes as long as rules are followed and a video record is made available.

2.) State level- Open to the top three or five in each class who have won up from local contests and are not national level
competitors in the past two years. There are only one of these a year.

3.) National level- Open to only the top three of five competitors in each class who have won at the state level in the past
two years. There are only one of these a year.

The reason for this is to keep local contests open to entry level people, and thin down state and national competitions to
those likely to win. I saw that Girevoy or Kettlebell sport has different levels and I agree with a form of this to keep
competition "hot" at high levels yet still accessible and fun at local ones.

I think it is good to give a single trophy, plaque or donated prize to the winning lifter in each class. Perhaps a picnic or
potluck afterwards....
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The Joy of Suffering

The more you suffer, the more you deserve to gain and the more you get; right? No, in
fact its damn stupid and can ruin you workouts and your life. “Noble suffering” is so
ingrained in our culture and the way we think about things its near impossible to
distinguish who we view as hero's from who we view as victims, especially of
themselves.

What does this have to do with weightlifting? The answer is easy. How often do you hear
people talking about the pain and misery of their workouts or of some guy's workout that
makes the whole thing seem more like a mean S&M session than anything any rational
person might ever want to do? Its as if most people think there are old-testament strength
gods that must be appeased in blood sacrifice in the rack to bestow us mercifully with
results. I think this is as “bass-akwards” as anything can be. 

Well, there ain't no strength gods folks, we are alone in this big gym and we gotta either
solve our own problems or work together to find our own ways or we are lost and all the
blood and sacrifice in the world ain't gonna help. If the car breaks down, your mechanic
can fix it a lot faster than banging your head bloody on the hood and praying to the
goddess of multi-point fuel injection for mercy.

I've seen lots of people simply kill themselves indiscriminately and without thought in
everything from business, or artwork to the weights and either move painfully slowly or
get nowhere at all at some point or for years. So, what do they do; They try harder, they
figure with more blood on the bar they will “deserve” more strength, flexibility,
endurance or whatever they want. The strength deities will see and reward the sacrifice of
this desperate worshiper and reward him with glowing robes of throbbing muscle. Instead
of trying to solve the problem they slam their head against the wall until either their head
or the wall gives, and we all know how that contest usually turns out. 

I think the reality of this is that results come into proportion to the love and interest you
put into what you are doing not some kind of “pain quota”; You take from it in proportion
to the joy you take in what you are doing. One thing about suffering desperate people is
that they don't listen well and they certainly don't pay attention; its easy not to pay
attention to something you hate, something that hurts you where you see no payoff for
doing it in itself. People who enjoy what they are doing, even though it may certainly be
tough at times are paying attention, they are observing, thinking, learning and improving
since they like where they are and what they are doing. Challenges and some kinds of
pain are part of it, but just part of it, something you learn to deal with but not the whole
point itself. 

One way to tell a real lifter from the “I do weights” guys is by noting how much they
want to get into the gym, under the bar and on with the job, not out of the gym away from
the bar and out for the count. When you find excuses to work-out and not excuses to toss
it for that day, your chances of success are way up. 



Weightlifting is a big world. If you don't like what you are doing find something else; no
amount of pure catharsis is going to get you to the winners circle. Find what you like
doing, honestly like doing. If you have found what you like to do, are paying attention,
are learning and are improving based on what you learn, you are hard to stop. If you go
into the gym each time with a couple of new little details to try, some adjustment or two
based on what you have observed or learned or have new a whole new idea to work with,
you are way ahead of the “zombie-cisers”. 

If there are strength gods or goddesses up there I can't imagine that they would mind a
church full of happy people who keep coming back and have stuff to contribute other than
stories of plagues and tribulation. 

Bryce Lane
March 3, 2005



Basic Ideas

( Note: Nothing in this article is “safe”. Shooting lead projectiles at high velocities is in no way “safe” no matter how you do
it, where or with whom. If you get hurt from anything in here, remember--I'm not the one who pulled the trigger. This article
is about a particular “skill”, perception and judgement you have to provide)

We are a very visually oriented people. Not a bad thing in itself, seeing is good, seeing is believing but taken too far and
trying to make too much of your technique visual becomes a great detriment. "The option that leaves you the most
options, is usually the best option". This method is not intended to replace visual sighting as much as augment it and give
you an alternative set of possibilites to use and move as seamlessly as possible between. This article is about how I worked
out some problems for myself about hand gunning. This is my way of point-shooting based on my own experimentation and
practice. Hand gunning is a martial art, it is not just a matter of pointing the “magic metal” to make what disturbs you go
away. Hand gunning is about a peculiar combination of accuracy, control and speed. If you have too little or concentrate too
much on one at the expense of the others then there is trouble.

There is a lot to it, a lot of not-so obvious pitfalls and a lot of opportunities for problem solving in your own performance.
Everything in here is about some problems solved in my own case. They are my opinions based on practice and the process
is still ongoing. Part of this has probably been around for a while in different forms, but this is my little system I put together
to solve my own problems in this area. This is not a fixed recipe, this is simply an outline which you can take from as you
like, use what suits you and improve on what may not. To make this all work, you have to think, you have to observe, you
have to practice (often) and you have to be willing to modify what you learn from reading and from that practice to make the
art wholly yours.

Many of the ideas expanded on in this article started from reading and old book called “Fast and Fancy Revolver shooting”
By Ed McGivern. Especially the chapter on “hip shooting”. The rest came from some of what I have learned about
kinesthetic awareness and some athletic ideas from training myself and other people for various sports. Another big
influence here is some of John Boyd's philosophy, especially OODA loops. “OODA” means “Observe, Orient, Decide, Act”.
This article is about shortening that loop as much as possible, especially if the other/s already have “the drop” on you. By
the time you realize a threat is present you are already behind in this loop in comparison to your threat. The quicker and
shorter this loop is, the faster and more “situationally agile” you are. These are some ways to shorten that loop.

In looking for answers to how I could get better at this most of what I found was page upon page of “Weaver vs. Isosceles”
arguments over which stance is better. It occurred to me that the argument is silly. Shooting contests are one thing, but most
encounters where a life is at stake don't offer such conveniences as enough light to see the threat clearly, a stationary and
obliging threat, or enough distance to have time to think and set-up, aim visually (or even find your front sight!), fire and
effectively follow-up. This hit rate of this sort of behavior even among police is exceedingly low. In videos of actual
exchanges you see confusion between “doing it like at school” and panicky slinging of lead. It also puts your firearm out in
an extended position where it is both unsteady by leverage and makes trigger and recoil control more difficult than it really
needs to be. It also is closer-to and gives better leverage to anyone who may get close enough to deflect it or take it away
from you. There is also some literature about pointing with the finger, but I think this is exactly the sort of small motor
operation that normally goes haywire under stress. I don't care about my finger, I want lead in the right place fast, and the
ability to deal with other problems as fast as I can without fussy little delicate activities that always mess up anyway.

I think most of the problem is based on the idea of “aiming the gun”. Implied in this phrase is that out at your extremities
you will precisely control a small object such that the shot that comes from it will hit the target you are pointing it at. The
trouble with this is that in any kind of stressful-sudden situation, it is precisely this sort of small motor control that goes out
the window first. The principle of fixing this is to know where your body is, make the firearm part of your body, don't aim
the gun; aim yourself. Knowing where your body is in space without looking is “kinesthetic awareness” also known as
“proprioception” and it's very reliable, we use it every day and it can be developed to extreme levels of quickness, reliabilty
and precision. Used in proper concert with vision its a formidable combination. If vision takes over too much then you wind
up “fighting yourself” by indulging in extra visual feedback/correction cycles that waste valuable time.
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The big detriments to visual aiming at likely ranges is that its slow, since you are (whether you are aware of it or not)
continually confirming and adjusting your target as it (or you) moves in a way that requires the slowest part of your brain to
do the work. Even more dangerous perhaps you have narrowed your situational awareness to a very small circle in the
sighting area. The comfort of assuming there is only one threat and no obstacles or other unrelated threats around you (stuff
to trip on, moving cars etc) is not likely to be a given. Even if you must use aimed fire it is much better if you can get “in the
ballpark” quick by less-visual means.

I'm going to show some “positions” but please don't consider them as fixed things, they are illustrations of principles which
can be modified to yourself and what purpose you have in mind. The principles are:

The quickest body support position you can get to from your drawing point-The reasons for this are several. The first
is that if by habit of practice you know where the firearm is in relation to you by touch and proprioception, you
already know where the first shot is going. The more you learn to feel where you and your weapon are in relation to
all else, the less you need to see and visually confirm it. You can concentrate on where the threat is rather than where
your firearm is in visual relation to the threat. The second is that the firearm is close to you, less accesssible to the
threat and already between you and him. A third reason is that trigger and recoil control are better since you have as
much body support as you can get quickly after the draw so the following shots are more likely to go where you wish.
If you can get lead on target from a cold draw in the time it takes for a coin to drop from your shoulder to the floor
then that is a goal worth pursuing and you can't be nearly that fast with your eye behind the sights. You can be faster
than that this way with some practice. Ancient Japanese swordsmen (Musashi particularly) wrote about making
cutting and the draw “the same”, the draw was not separate from the first cut. With handguns there is even more an
opportunity to make this the case for yourself.

1.

Aim yourself, not the firearm-If you know where your body is, the firearm is steadied and held as part of your body,
all you have to do is point yourself. This is quick and relies on much larger movements, less likely to go haywire
when needed. It also keeps your visual field more open so you can keep your situational awareness up where it should
be. The farther the firearm is out from you the smaller, more difficult, slower and finer corrections you must make
being extended out like that. The time to do this particularly visually and confirm it can get ya killed.

2.

Move from the hips and feet-If the firearm is held close and made functionally part of your body then you can use
your core (hip area “U-joint”) to point (very precisely with practice) in any direction needed. You can also move your
feet. This is much quicker than trying to delicately put the firearm itself on target by visual sighting. This can be done
from a variety of positions standing, kneeling, prone (no better support than the earth) or “how did I wind up here”
postions. If you have the principle and practice the principles they apply all over. With each suggested position find
what is a natural, repeatable and comfortable aiming point and learn to quickly adjust from the hips and feet to get on
target fast. Part of Boyd's OODA loop is “orient”. If you save the step of having to visually confirm where your
weapon is pointing in relation to the threat, then you have taken some significant slack out of your loop.

3.

With two hands and body support it also makes old SA revolver things such as “fanning” and slip shooting more
useful but don't tell anyone I mentioned “fanning”...shhhhh. With autos the firearm is close to the body so magazine
changes become faster and easier also as long as the magazines are close also. Don't hold so close you interfere with
the action by your body or clothing. Everyone is built different so you may have to modify this to yourself.

4.

Positions and movement:

Basic Tactical Position

"Dropped" Tactical Position

"Ye Olde Gunfighter" Position

Four More Positions to work from

General Practice:

Back to Boyd's OODA loops again. In practice, that which gives the the most, safest and most useful feedback quickest is
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the thing to base most of your practice on. You must get quick at going through that loop at least as far as the skill itself.
What I recommend for this is three things:

Laser sight-I know these things are silly in reality but for practicing this technique, they are the tool. Make sure its
aligned and if it fits the actual weapon you use then all the better. You can modify laser pointers to attach to blue
practice guns or get a cheep replica pellet gun with a sight like mine. Make sure its got a switch to flick it on and off.
If you can tape the switch where the trigger is then all the better.

1.

Airsoft gun-The first shot will always be the wildest and this is the main issue you work on. The less expensive of
these are not too accurate but they are wonderful for drawing quickly and practicing “first shots” with at close range,
since you must cock them for each shot. There is no way to make little diddly corrections between shots, you have to
get it the first time.

2.

Live fire-Nothing like this but ammo ain't cheep, its also pretty “impolitic” to fire live in most neighborhoods, and if
you have the dry practice down then these sessions tend to go much better. Actual live shooting produces very little
useful live and instant feedback on your targetting and trigger control. You just can't fire fast enough or safely enough
live to equal the quick feedback you get from the laser, but there is just no substitute for the real thing for other
reasons if you already have the basic skills in your pocket.

3.

Exercises:

The first exercise is to practice the positions and see where your natural repeatable aiming points lie. You will tend to
gravitate the laser dot towards a particular spot after drawing into any position. Aside from making sure you hand is on the
grip well and you are not drawing and setting up limp-wristed, don't try to modify this point as much as use it. Once you are
reliably hitting the same 6” circle or so from thirty feet, then practice using your the “U-joint” in your middle from the hips
to move the point. If you have a room with detailed wallpaper or lots of small objects, this is kind of fun. Once you get the
feel of this, it becomes ridiculously easy to pretty accurately target things without getting your eye behind the sights.
Practice all the exercises with your off hand or with your hands reversed as well.

One other valuable function of laser sights is that they tell your precisely how good your trigger control really is. You simply
pull and watch how far the spot moves. Practice getting the grip well, and having the tip of your finger on the trigger just
right so that it becomes habit and the spot moves as little as possible. If you can point yourself, and you have reliable trigger
control, you can hit whatever you need to.

Another useful exercise at this stage is to find a place where you have some room to move around and "focus points", which
can be any sort of objects or details you can keep a small red spot on. Start at one postition and "shoot" the object, move to
another postion high, low, prone, another place in the room, another body support point and fire again trying to hit the same
spot on the object. Keep going changing postions and holds practicing until you develop " the feel" for distances and
positions. Get to where you can find the mark everytime however and to wherever you move. Many engagements take place
in motion with you and other people running, bobbing about chaotically. Hangunning is not a static art, make motion part of
your basics on your part and the target's.

As you get the feel of pointing this way and get reliable at it, then start drawing and practicing “first shots”. Practice several
positions, drawing smoothly, then having the spot on target as quickly as you can. Don't “tunnel vision” to your aim point.
Keep your peripheral vision open and just point yourself to where the object is near the center of your visual field. With
good practice, what you see, you hit. One other note about peripheral vision is that in low light, it is perhaps the only vision
that still works. If you focus on something too specifically with conventional aiming in low light you can “go blind” on your
target. Keep your vision open, moving and wide don't let your eyes “settle”. “Scan”, don't fixate. Practice first shots at
multiple targets and every now and then try to engage without re-drawing as many targets as you can as fast as you can
accurately, using the U-joint of your hips and foot movement if need be to aim yourself.

Over-reliance on the laser spot can lead to bad habits. Great for practice and quick feedback but you also need to step away
from it now and then. I recommend airsoft guns because they let you practice “first shots” at likely ranges at home and quite
safely (you still need to pay attention though). There are lots of inexpensive replica models that likely fit in your holster or
whatever draw point you may use. Set yourself up a target of a man straight on and in profile and practice getting first shots
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off fast, smooth and accurately. Practice from a variety of postions and draw points, stationary and moving.

An advanced exercise which doesn't have an immediately apparent payoff is to learn to quickly and accurately make an
“indexed firing map” of the enviroment you are in. Use your 'laser gun' for this. Walk into a room, take note of all you can
and as quickly as possible feel (mentally while standing) for the position of those objects. Then close your eyes and point the
“laser gun” at an object you have noted while your eyes are closed. Keep the point on target and open your eyes to see how
close you are. With practice you can get mighty good at this to where you simply “know” where it all is and how to get there
with your firearm fast. If you are in a job where your life is at risk, being able to make these mental index maps fast and
without great concentration can save your life. Your OODA loop is vastly shorter if you just know where everything is and
how to get there fast. Its like with mortars or artillery, if you already have the area mapped and  "pre-registered" it saves a lot
of math you might not be able to do when the trouble starts. You will also become better at doing this “on the fly” Its also
helpful if you have a partner call out targets to you suddenly so you must react.

A more advanced version of this might raise the eyes of the people you live with but you should send them out shopping so
you can practice “house clearing”. This is nothing more than using those maps as you are moving through the house, yard,
barn or whatever. Make sure you move with a good base (don't cross your feet or get overextended) , practice moving from
high, low and down on the deck. Move from room to room and try to “nail” several objects as quickly and accurately as you
can using the support and movement principles I described. Keep your eyes open, your visual field wide, turn down or turn
out some lights. Having a partner call out targets is also helpful here since reaction time is critical. Also having someone call
it out makes you keep your situational awareness up enough to hear what you need to hear. Try night, try day and more
important learn to go from bright light (or simulated muzzle flashes or flashlight eye blitzes) back into the dark again as
seamlessly as possible. Learn to use that peripheral vision and mental-proprioceptive “mapping” skill you practiced before.

Practice also on occasion skills which it may not be so likely you will use but the practice of help with everything. Practice
getting shots off at distant targets (50m) as quickly as you can. Hitting a man sized target reliably at 50m in two seconds or
less is an obtainable skill by this method. Practice odd or uncomfortable shots around cover, upwards, downwards or by
facing away and executing the quickest and most accurate turn from where you are. Maybe you don't use any of this but the
practice of it can help the skills you do use.

The of course get out on the range with real metal now and then. Perhaps 85% this sort of “dry” or simulated practice
described above along with 15% live is a good proportion.

A note on moving objects:

Hitting moving objects by this method is also not as hard as it might seem. The secret is realizing that while the object may
be moving relative to the earth and to you, it doesn't have to moving relative to your pointing spot. You must learn to follow
the object with your body and shoot quickly. Practice using your laser on moving objects (non-human or friendly and aware
of what you are doing) and keeping the point on the object as it moves till you have the feel of tracking it. With practice you
will find the time you take to get “on track” with the moving object becomes shorter and shorter to where you have more of
a window of opportunity for each shot. You may have to lead the center of the object a bit if it is moving fast enough to
make the lag between you pulling the trigger and the projectile hitting the object an issue, but this is not hard to practice
once you have the feel of it. This is not good for hitting ping-pong balls, aspirin pills, coins or the like but you can certainly
train up to reliably hitting moving human or machine threats reliably in places that will either stop them, slow them or get
them moving in a safer direction.

Final words

As with any talent worth having this will in your case, require practice (lots of it) and some modification to your own case.
This part says “final words” but I really expect the final words to be your's. Any art that is alive has change, innovation,
creativity and problem solving as its most basic and useful premise. This is not a method to teach in a weekend. The
principles are easy to learn but there are so many applications, and conditions for new applications that its impossible to
cover and learn all of them. If you are interested and really want to learn, you will do this and I can stop writing right
here....since the rest is yours from this point on.

Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. June 2005
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Bridge Drop/Rise and Walkover Preparation

To get useful flexibility for this:

First walk down a wall over backwards like many people do to learn the bridge. Stay very close and when you get to the
bottom, resting on your head, touch your chest to the wall. Once you can do this, start doing "reverse pushups" from the
same position, trying to keep your chest in contact with the wall all the way up and down. Once you can do this, you are
ready for the next phase.

Practice doing the wall walk just barely touching the wall a couple of times on the way up and down. At first you will
practically walk down with your hands, but after you get the balance better and learn to keep your hips tight, it will be no
problem. If you can get up and down with only one touch either way, you are ready to....

Two exercises:

1.) Put a weight bench or some kind of furniture with pillows on it behind you. Bend over backwards, touch your head
lightly and come back up under your own power. Stick your chest out first, roll back, THEN bend the lower back and break
the hips...in that order. Too many people cram all the bend into their lower backs (you have lots of verterbrae, use as many
as you can!) Get rid of pillows or lower the bench or platform as you can. This is long term and leads to touching your head
to the floor and coming back up again.

2.) The other half of this is: Get in a position like you are kicking up facing the wall you did the bridging on. there is a bench
or platform against the wall to support your feet. Kick over gently (doesn't take much if you are doing it right) and while up
on your hands, shift your weight from the lower back and let one of your feet dangle down to the bench or platform. Once
touching, try to kick back just as gently. Lower the foot support as you can till you are working off the ground with some
smoothness, balance and "class".

Once you really get the balance try going with both feet. Once you can do all this....go do a walkover and get on to the next
thing.

This is my opinion on teaching this. Take what is useful to you.

Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. 2005
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In the Balance

Watching handbalancing acts and some yoga sequences got me interested in another kind of lifting. Suppose instead of
thinking in single exercises, instead of doing some amount of weight in a squat, press or clean suppose we create a sequence
something like a sun salutation (from Yoga) with weight. If you complete the sequence you add a couple of pounds next
time? Perhaps cycle the weight so you don't burn out. You would be strong from the ground up!

Start with your weak side. You'll see why.

Turkish getup-Starting with rolling the bar to you and pressing it to arms length then rise to standing.1.

One arm Ohs-Do an overhead split or regular squat while maintaining the bar overhead2.

Bent press-Drop sideways with bar at arms length then let the bar down and your elbow to your side, press it back out
to arms length in a bent press and rise back to standing.

3.

One arm Clean--Drop bar to your shoulder then down to arms length and to the floor, resting on the top your your
knees if need be. Then from the floor do a one arm clean and sink into a deep squat holding the bar in the one arm
clean rack position.

4.

Come up quick from the deep squat and push press or jerk the bar overhead.5.

Return to the ground in a reverse get up and let the bar back down to the ground in a controlled and graceful way. Or
transfer the bar to your other hand without letting it down.

6.

Repeat using your stronger side this time.7.

If you can do this sequence with any particular weight then you can be assured that you are indeed 'strong all over', you have
made sure you have no weak points are are absolutely in control of the barbell. You also have demonstrated balance,
flexibility and some endurance while working on strength also. Not only this but you have a very showy way of
demonstrating your strength that can transfer to just about anything. You can add elements and put some real dazzle on it if
you like, just make sure things mix and flow one from the other. This one uses one hand at a time which I believe gives
more of a workout since you have to keep the weight balanced and using your body assymetrically. Doing this way gets you
more results for the effort. Most of what we do is assymetric.

If you are after more endurance then repeat the sequence more than once, just make sure you use a weight where you can
actually do the sequence without being sloppy.

A good cycling arrangement would be to start with something really easy, refine it to where you can add more and progress
in 2.5# jumps until you get a bit shaky, then once at that point, drop the weight back 25% and start again doing a set 5 days a
week if possible. Don't stress-out just keep cycling the weight up and think in the long term. Perhaps even use this as a
warm-up and keep it on the back burning building up over months or years to something really fantasic.

Bryce Lane
Dec. 16, 2004
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By Bryce Lane 2004

In most things we do we consider that whatever it is we want there is simply more or less of it. You are either moving one
way along the line, the other way, or staying put. However often the way you think about something, the way you model it
in your head is everything. Simply asking a question well can give you the answer you want.

Consider three kinds of strength:

1.) Continuous effort--Strength repeated continuously a lift or motion done for 10-15 min perhaps.

2.) Recoverable effort--Strength exerted intermittently in periods of high effort and recovery.

3.) One time effort--Done once with no likelihood of repeating in a reasonable time.

Lets consider that you want to be as one time strong as possible. That puts #3 at the top, #1 at the bottom and #2 across the
middle. Much of this is probably not new to you at this point in fact you might be saying "duh"; However lets consider also
a couple of variables, the first is the height of the point from its base and the second is the width of the base. Some of us
have naturally or through some training very steep pyramids that come from a small base up to a steep point and other the
opposite. I suspect that knowing this and how to work these two relations (the ratio between them) with each other is the real
basis of any physical quality you wish to get more of.

Lets take an athlete who had a 500# deadlift, and no matter how hard he trains he can't seem to exceed this point. Upon
having an epiphany one day and half out of frustration he decides to do a longer set of 20 and discovers that the weight has
to drop a very long way before he can do that. He discovers in his case that the
triangle is very steep, the ratio of height to width is too high. So over the next few weeks he works on these 20 rep sets (yes
plural now) and finds pretty rapid improvement. Pleased with this he continues until a point of diminishing returns when the
numbers are not going up anymore in the 20's. He decides to go back to the singles and at first there is no difference but over
a few more weeks what was 500# creeps up to 510# and then 525# and not only that but he can do more than that one big
single and further that some of that dizziness he got on the top single is gone. Deciding this to be successful he decides to go
even lower on the triangle and build up some endurance at the very base with hyper-extensions, swings and cleans for much
more than 20 reps. After this he goes back to the twenties and then up to the singles again and same thing, but even
somewhat better this time.

Upon drawing this out on paper this lifter sees that when his triangle gets steep enough, progress stops yet when it widens
out a bit, given time, progress returns. Upon looking at his training log it seems like if he spends 20% of his time at the
baseline, 20% in the middle and 60% at the top (just examples) then progress continues and not only that but he feels better
and has seen his own feet over his gut for the first time in years.

For any other of the three you can simply rotate the triangle with what you want on top. for example if you are after extreme
endurance have #1 on top, #2 in the middle and #3 on the bottom. If you are after truck loading kind of work capacity then
put #2 on top, and #3 or #1 on the bottom or middle depending on how heavy those boxes really are, but you get the point.

If progress stops on your peak item then go down to the bottom, give it some time and work your way back up till the
triangle proportions are conducive to progress again. I think everyone for many reasons has a steepness in this shape that
suits them and if you don't' recognize it and work with it, you get stuck. There is some mix of these three kinds of work that
will make your particular triangle go up the quickest in the long term. Its one thing to understand this and many people do,
but its another to have the patience and foresight to figure out your particular numbers and put them into practice long term.

All the good recipes I know of are not all about more or less of one single ingredient but the just-right proportion of all of
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them and then cooked patiently for just the right amount of time.

Bryce
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Bench pressing for people who just hate the *&^%##* lift
Bryce Lane 9-1-03
 
My name is Bryce and I’m not a good
bencher.  There I said it…..Every pound I
gain on this lift is through extremely hard
work and by knowing a few “tricks”. Many of
these can add pounds the first time you try
and others take a bit of practice. Included also
is the famous “eye trick” that can add about
15#’s or so right away once you get it.
 
Here they are:
 
1.) Take time to get set, make sure your shoulders are tight before you
lower the bar. Tense up everything to where you actually have to pull the
bar down against yourself a bit. Alot of lifts are blown right here. If you
can't control it enough to get it into the optimal spot to get it back up,
things won't go well on the ascent. If you are tight and you bring the bar
down right to just the right spot, the "up" part is alot more likely to
happen.
 
2.) Set your feet! I am 5'8", not exactly tall. I always get plates or a
little platform I have around here under my feet. If you can set your feet
well and your whole body is solid onto the floor and the bench, you can just
lay back and push as long as need be, without worrying about balance or
"getting out of the groove"
 
3.) Try to keep your elbows from going any lower than necessary. Tuck them
into and against your flared lats during the descent, this shortens the
weight arm of the lever and if you are sitting your upper arms against your
lats a little it makes the takeoff so much easier. The way I learned this is
to do bench presses arched up on the ground and still get the bar down to my chest.
You have to tuck-in your elbows alot but the more you can keep your elbows
from going behind you, the better your leverage is.
 
4.) Don't think of pushing the weight up, imagine that you are pushing
yourself away from the bar and down into the bench. Its hard to describe how
many pounds this one was worth once I learned it.
 
5.) Learn to arch, and set your shoulders down into the padding solid. Your
butt should be only touching the bench enough to keep the ref happy. You are
actually supported on your shoulders and heels. Wrestlers bridges are good
"archwise" for this and also your neck also plays a part in the bench, a
strong one sure doesn't hurt. People with weak necks tend to lift their
heads during the down.
 
6.) In training, instead of doing pauses, use about 65-80% of your max and
do "plyo-benches". You drop the bar (under control) and "catch" it at your
sternum or a millimeter above, fix it solid and then fire it back up hard.
This seems to work better than pausing for me, and gives me a much better
launch off the chest at contest time. Several 2 rep sets are good for this.
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7.) Don't use a thumbless grip. From the moment you take the bar out you
should be squeezing the living crap out of the bar. This sets your forearms
so they won't loosen up and "blow your groove". Remember "knuckle's red and
you are dead, knuckles white and so are the lights". kinda cute huh?
 
8.) Get as much air in your chest right before the descent as you can, It
makes your chest higher, makes your position more solid and helps you hit
the sticking point at a better angle than you would otherwise. If you feel
like you are going to hatch "alien style" then that’s about right.
 
9.) Practice this stuff, knowing it in your head is not enough. If the
weight is too heavy to where you can't do it right and the weight drifts all
over, what are you doing? Tommy Kono said at his lecture that every time you
do it wrong it takes three "doing it rights" to set things back in order.
When you are so sharp from endless practice that you can do it right and not
come apart with your max weight you are a "fearsome dude".
 
10.) the “Eye Trick” Take the bar out and set up. Arch high, chest full of air, shoulders tight.
Here's the trick:
 
Focus your eyes on a spot on the ceiling directly above you. keep your eyes
there as you lower the bar. DO NOT WATCH THE BAR on the way down!!
 
Keep your eyes on the ceiling spot as you take off, when you hit the sticking point
move only your eyes down till you see the bar and follow it up after the
sticking point.
 
It doesn't sound like much but if you practice and get good at this it
really helps although I'm not sure why. Some old guy at a meet pulled me
aside and told me this. Its helped alot. When you are really "on" timing wise
it nearly eliminates the sticking point.
 
“Practice ceaselessly”—Miyamoto Musashi
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Flex-Abilities
Bryce Lane, Jan-2003
 
In the fitness and strength fields we use broad categories to describe performances and means of improving them. Two of
these categories are “strength” and “flexibility”. We imagine that these are separate things that you may have some given
amount of one or the other independently or even that they come at each others expense. This leads to a lot of
misunderstandings, wasted time and counterproductive effort.
 
The problem lies as many problems do, in the definitions. I will give two definitions here that will help give you a new way
of thinking, then show how those definitions can be more practically put to use than the old ones.
 
Strength—How much force can be applied from any given position.
 
Flexibility—The range of motion in which force can be competently applied.
 
You can see from these definitions that we are talking about two different aspects of one thing. More like different facets on
one stone than different stones. I use this definition of “strength” since it is broadly applicable to many different sports and
movements. Look at the definition of “flexibility” however. This differs from what is commonly accepted at the moment and
I base it on practical considerations, not theoretical ones. Where I think the line should be drawn is not by how far a joint or
limb can be twisted, stretched, forced or pried, but instead by how large the range of motion in which that limb or joint can
be *used*, under control. Any limb on anyone with sufficient force applied can become *very* flexible. You can dislocate
or viciously twist nearly anything anywhere on a human being even on yourself, but is this a good way to define flexibility?
 
With real flexibility you can use the full ROM without warming up. In other words if it takes twenty minutes of “stretching”
to drop into a split then can you really do a split or not?
 

Important note: Nothing in this article is “safe”. If you do what is described in this article you are taking risks.
There is no such thing as a “safe exercise”, “safe automobile” or a firearm that safe to point at your head. Anything can be
made dangerous through the proper application of carelessness, foolishness or stubborn-ness. Life, exercise and all its
rewards belong to people who can intelligently understand and deal with risks. Pay attention to what you are doing and
make modifications based on what you observe about yourself. Make this yours!

Structural factors and limitations.
 
Many people are born or very early-on become structurally flexible in the joints. There are different syndromes that can lead
to looser joints. Some people can do dislocations easily and some can’t. However this is not the blessing it might appear to
be. Many of these people are also easily injured and cannot stand up to the training needed to turn this ability into anything
athletically significant. Many of these people can force themselves into some mighty crazy positions, but they cannot apply
force competently there. With such weakness in the joint, anyone can be crammed into a mighty small box, the question is
about getting back up and out under your own power. "Is that ROM useful and can control be exerted throughout it" is the
question. The ability to do dislocations is not athletically useful in any sport I am aware of so I do not include it under the
definition of “flexibility” although the ability to easily perform dislocations is often mistaken for athletically useful
flexibility.
 
Thin people tend to do better at this than thicker individuals for the obvious reason that there is less of them to get in the
way. A man with a barrel chest is not going to be able to front-bend his head down to touch his knees as easily as a man with
a flat or somewhat sunken chest and no belly. An individual with twenty five inch or more thighs is going to have a great
deal more trouble with a lotus position simply because their legs have to rotate a great deal more to get the feet on top of the
thighs and there is less space for angling to do so. They can be loose as wet rope in the joint and muscles and still not be able
to do it. This is not to say however that the larger individual is less “flexible” than the thinner individual, it’s simply that no
matter how hard you work, you cannot bend or push through yourself. This has nothing to do with how “tight” or “loose”
your muscles or joints are.
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There are differences in hip structure that can make doing side splits difficult for some people. Generally if you can put your
foot up on an object at waist level without tilting your hips, then you can do the split with sufficient training. If you have this
trouble there are still different splits you can do that are just as amazing so don’t feel too bad.
 

Reasons for inflexibility
 
Obviously there are some injuries that can create inflexibility, but if you don’t have one (and you will know if you do) then
don’t worry about it. If you are very old there can be problems too among other circulatory and bone density problems. If
your joints are degenerating, not being able to do the splits is the least of your problems.
 
The biggest cause of inflexibility is simply that we have not learned to apply force in the particular area of ROM that is in
question. When your nervous system detects that no controlling force can be applied within an area of ROM then the
muscles involuntarily tense to keep you from going there. Its your body’s way of protecting you. Its like trying to make
yourself fall forward. Go ahead, try. What will happen if you try this sincerely is that right at the instant you attempt to
actually do it, every muscle in your body will tense up and prevent you. Humans have a lot of these little protective
mechanisms so we won’t do the foolishness our “higher brains” insist on trying to do sometimes.
 
The big “secret” is that we don’t have flexibility because we don’t practice it and because we do not practice applying force
at those further ROMs we become weaker and the cycle continues until you become what many people call “tight”. The
entire secret lies in that one statement. You become “tight” because your body is trying to keep you from going where you
cannot exercise control, and over a sedentary lifetime that can become most of your range of motion.
 

How to get flex-able
 
The secret to useful flexibility is to progressively teach yourself to apply force at progressively larger ranges. There are
many ways to do this from isometrics to simple full ROM movements with weights or body resistance. The one way *not*
to get flexible in any useful sense is to practice forcing yourself into painful positions and staying there till you “loosen up”
as I said above “if it takes twenty minutes to warm up into a split, can you really do a split?”.
 
Just for the sake of modeling the issue so it is easier to think about, I like to divide flexibility into four categories:
 
1.) Front-bend
2.) Back-bend
3.) Split
4.) Shoulder
 
Each of these should be pretty obvious. Front-bend is the ability to bring your head forward towards your feet whether you
are standing up, sitting down or in any position the concept is the same. Back-bend is the opposite and I include the neck in
this, not only the hips and lower back. In the “split” category I include side and front splits as well as oversplit. The shoulder
category involves how far your arms can move at the shoulders under control and without dislocations.
 
There are other ways these could be categorized and they tend to overlap in some cases. You could also get much more
detailed, but I have never seen that it is useful to do so, just for the sake of performance. If you are working in therapy or
rehab then you must be very specific but if you are injured or recovering you shouldn’t be doing this kind of thing anyway
by yourself.
 

Front-bend:
 
Block deadlift: You stand up on a block or platform (9-12” is fine to have some room to work) and take a bar from 45#
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to maybe 135# tops if you are Hercules already. With straight but not quite locked legs you bend down with the bar till you
feel a counter-pull happening involuntarily in your hamstrings or calves. If you legs are shaking you have gone too-far
too-fast already. Now, when you feel that pull then tense your legs voluntarily as much as you can for a few seconds and
then in one instant relax and let your breath out. You will go down a bit further. Do 2-3 cycles of this and get a feel for how
the breathing/tension cycle works with you. When it happens just right its pretty easy to tell…. you sink further down. Come
up to standing and rest a moment before you do another.
 
Straight leg zercher lift: This is the same as the above except you don’t use a platform and hold the bar “Zercher
style” in the crooks of your arms to do a similar thing as above. If you can bend over and rest the plates (20kg or 45#’ers) on
the floor with straight legs and come back up then you have really accomplished something and it is time to use smaller
plates.
 
Zercher from floor and spider lift: This is more for hip and spinal flexibility and strength. You bend over with your
heels together and your feet turned out (my way) or with your feet out wide like in a sumo-deadlift. Bend over and slip your
elbows under the bar and lift it up in the crooks of your arms with the bar close to your body. The way to increase ROM in
this one is to use smaller plates (I can do this with 10# plates) or raise your feet on small blocks and reach down further. You
can do breathing/tension cycles like the lifts above also. For beginners you can take the bar off blocks or jackstands at an
easy height and then back up a bit and do breathing/tension cycles to try and sink with the bar till it is down. You can
eventually get with this to the point where you can touch your forehead to your feet or beyond even that. You do not need
much weight and anything over 135# is asking for trouble. This is full range like a squat. The idea is to do it with ever
smaller plates.
 
Floor good morning legs together: Sit with your legs straight out in front of you on the floor and have someone
hand you the bar or take it from a pair of jackstands. You bend down towards your legs trying to get your “nose to your
knees”. The process is the same as above. You go down to where you feel tension, then tense the muscles yourself
voluntarily and do a few tension/breathing cycles then come back up and rest for a few seconds. It’s the same thing as the
first exercise except you are sitting down.
 
Floor good morning legs apart: You sit with your legs apart enough to get your chest to the floor. Take a bar from
stands or have it handed to you then do the exercise the same as the one above except try to get your chest to the floor, do
this at first with a very light weight (just the bar) or even no weight except your own if need be. Follow the same
tension/breathing cycle idea. When you can get your chest to the floor you can demonstrate this by having the bar on the
floor with big plates down by your feet, then bending over to the floor, rolling the bar over the back of your head and then
coming up to a sitting position. You can do full good mornings this way from sitting to having the bar resting on the floor
and back up again when you get “advanced”. Do this with and arched back, don't "hunch" over.
 

Back-bend
Handbridge: This is a backbending exercise many children do for play. You lay on your back and then with effort from
your arms and the entire back side of your body you push up into an arch where your hands and toes are all there is on the
ground. The trick to this is to use your tension/breathing cycle to push with your back side while conciously learning to relax
your front side. Push your chest out and try to get it vertically over your hands at the top. You can do this for reps with a
couple of tension/breathing cycles in between. Also as a varitation you can go up into the handbridge on your toes and do
reps of lowering your heels to the ground for extra range. You can also mix this with the neck bridge or wrestlers bridge
below, pushing up into the handbridge, going as far as you can and then lowering into the neckbridge.
 
Neck bridge: Many people think of this as a “neck exercise” and its not, that only a small part of it. It’s a whole spine
exercise. Instead of just trying to bend your neck till your nose is down, try pushing your chest out and getting your hips up
as high as you can, that is the real secret. If you can rest on the bridge or your nose and forehead with no hands then you are
pretty good, if you can do that with your heels down for a minute or two you are really good, if you can do this touching
your chin and resting then you are “beyond”. If you are looking out between your feet then you get the gold medal on this
one!
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Wall walking: This is a means of working into a bridge if you are a beginner, and improving it if you are further along.
You put your feet 2-3 foot lengths facing away from the wall, then you bend backwards and walk with your hands down the
wall until you are in a bridge or as far as you can go. While you are down there, here are some things to do. The first is to
use tension/breathing cycles to try and touch your chest to the wall while you are in a neck bridge position, the second more
(much more) difficult feat is to try to push up into a handbridge while your chest stays in close contact with the wall. You
use the tension/breathing cycles with this also for reps.
 
Headstand bend: Get in and headstand and let your legs bend down over your back. Go as far as you can, do a few
tension/breathing cycles and come back up to a straight headstand. The goal is to get your feet as close to your head as
possible on the back side. This is basically an upside down bridge.
 
Cuff bend: You can use ankle cuffs and some lengths of good rope. Lying on your side you backbend as far as you can
with one leg or two. You take the rope or ropes and instead of pulling your feet towards your head you pull with your feet
and hands isometrically on the rope for your tension/breath cycles and then try to get ever tighter in the bend. Again simply
a variation of the bridge.
 

Split
Towell side split: Put each of your feet on fluffy towels on a slick floor. Use stands or a box to hold onto at first and
lower yourself down by spreadin your legs to where you feel tension. Then tense voluntarily and do a few tension/breathing
cycles. Scissor your legs together again to come up under as much of your own power as you can manage. Do as much of
the lifting with your legs as you can, use only the support from your hands that you need to. You can rotate your feet or tilt
your hips to help, find the right angles for you.
 
Towell front split: Same deal with the towels except you are putting one leg fore and one aft. You do the same basic
thing as you did on the side split. There is one note here though, you need to tilt your hips so you can get your back leg
down. Arch your back as much as you can and it will lay right on back. Most people try to go down “square”. The human
body won’t do that no matter how much you practice. You have to bend your spine to get your back leg to lay down.
 
Laying down split: You can buy lined leg-cuffs at your local sporting goods store. It doesn’t take a whole lot of weight
to do this, and be sure to keep them on a short tether so they don’t swing. This works very well laying on a bench and having
a spotter can be a good idea also. You simply try to lower both legs out in a side split or the front leg in a front split down to
your shoulder. You use enough weight to where you can feel resistance enough to do your tension/breathing cycles, but not
so much that you are getting “pulled”, "wishboned" or get yourself in balance trouble.
 
Board Side split: You get a long 2x8 from your local hardware store and screw on some good handles in the middle or a
rope if needed. Sit with your legs spread and pull the plank flat side to your feet. Now you exert force with your feet
*against the plank*, do your tension/ breathing cycles and then rest for another round. You *do not* force your legs apart by
pulling the board back. The force is exerted isometrically against the plank with your feet, your hands are only there to resist
enough for it to work.

 

Shoulder
Handbridge: The handbridge described above in this article is great for this. You simply pay more attention to getting
your shoulders more above or even a bit beyond your hands while you are up.
 
Pullovers-Lay on a bench, and incline bench with about 30 deg works great for this. Take a lightly loaded dumbbell or
barbell and let it fall comfortably behind your head, do a couple of tension/breathing cycles and let it sink further then bring
it back up for a short rest. Don’t use so much weight that you are forcing the issue, just enough to create tension for your
cycles. Please use reasonable weights 35-40# is a good weight even for a real strongman. 10-20# will do just fine for most
people.
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As well as: You can also do similar motions to pullover in a doorframe, or with a bar letting your body fall forward
instead of the weight back or by using a bar or towel while standing. The key is the same as always, to try and exert force
and control at further ranges of motion. There are nearly infinite possibilities here as long as you are “learning to exert
control and force at further ranges of motion” as said before.
 

Arranging workouts and progression
 
This is work, every bit as much as doing a long set of deadlifts, presses or max C&J’s. You will get fatigued, you will get
sore. If you are either one of those then give it a day and come back fresh, you will not do well at this if you are “trashed”.
Remember you are doing a “strength” workout not just “stretching”. This is every bit the same as any other kind of workout.
Its also good unless this is your main thing, to do these exercises *after* your regular barbell work. This will mess with your
coordination temporarily and fatigue you. You don’t want to have a bar over your head or on your back after you are already
tired. Do your high skill lifts or anything where you have an implement over you first.
 
I like handling this with a “split workout” where I am doing both types of leg splits on one day and then front and backbends
on the next. This way there is some recovery time so you aren’t just “cutting a rut” in yourself. Find out by a bit of
experimentation how long you take to recover (not "fully", but enough to work competently) and learn to listen to your body
and not become a slave to any schedule that doesn’t really suit you. You can also work on every other day with all
categories, or even every other day in a split if need be. When things are not going well then take a few days off, you won’t
lose anything, in fact you will probably gain some. Learn and make this yours, its not a "recipe" you can just follow and be
better merely for showing up.
 
I think it is also good to pick only one front or backbend, one shoulder exercise and one of both type of split to work on
rather than dividing yourself half-hearted among several. Practice on a few good things and really do the work, don’t get
“diffused out” so much you lose sight of what you are really working on.
 
One nice thing about working with flexibility from a strength point of view is that once you are competent and strong in a
range of motion, its very easy to maintain. It takes a very long time to lose that range. You can maintain your ROM by just
going there every couple of weeks or so. It seems like it is *very* hard to lose what has been gained. You certainly won’t
lose it in the time you are on vacation or “on the road”.

Extra and Advanced Applications
This principle can be expanded to applications limited only by your imagination. Suppose for example you are a beginning
martial artist trying to kick up to higher levels. One way to do this using the basic principle would be to rig up a device to
push against at progressive heights. For example set up a stand with a board you can raise your leg to and push against. Do a
couple of pushes and when you can hold your foot against the board for ten seconds or so then raise the board a half inch
and repeat the process till you are as high as you want to go eventually. What you are doing is as stated before, simply trying
to exert force and control at progressively greater ranges of motion. An even more advanced application of this would be to
use the leg cuff to add weight to your leg and then doing the same slow push against the board at progressively greater
heights or doing slow controlled lifts to full ROM. In either case you are training yourself to exert force and control at
progressively greater ROM’s. Imagine what you kick could be like if you are actually accelerating and applying force
through the entire rom instead of just “flailing”.
 
For advanced splitting you can get your feet up on blocks and work isometrically or try “scissoring up” from the floor with
dumbbells or plates in hand. You can have your feet up higher and do isometrics with weights while holding position
suspended etcetera. It’s the same principle as before, just more creative applications to keep the “party” going.
 
Once you have the basic idea, the sky is the limit. And it is a very basic idea, I am not writing anything “new” here its all
been around; just nobody except for a few people have ever made much of it. Thomas Kurz sure did, and Pavel Tsatsouline
is a variation on a “similar” theme but it never seems to have caught on in a sea of books coming out every few minutes on
passive stretching based on the false idea that humans and rubber bands are physically equivalent. In some old articles from
muscle writers back in the early part of the century and through the fifties you get the impression they understood the
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connections between strength and flexibility also but never quite “went there”.
 
Many writers are so obsessed with the idea of forcing themselves and others into “positions” that we forgot that it is
important to be able to actually do something there, not just “sit” but be able to come back out, to go further in, to simply be
able to move while there etc. not just statically “stretch”.
 
Dancers and Martial artists I think falsely attribute their flexibility to passive stretching but I think they forget that most of
the time they spend working on their art they are working on “exerting force and control at greater ROMS’ whether they are
actually thinking about doing it or not. Its what they are doing that makes them better at what they are doing, not the passive
stretching. If you take this principle and enhance it with what we know about progressive resistance training then all the
better; flexibility and strength training wind up not as opposites but as compliments that aid each other in a way greater than
the sum of their parts.
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This is about a workout to get strong. Simply strong in two or three lifts, nothing fancy, nothing extra.

Strength is often a matter of practice. The better and more fluent you get at a motion, the more force your nervous system
allows you to produce. This is a protective mechanism where your brain will try not to allow you to produce more force than
it thinks you can competently handle. The solution is simply to practice with resonably heavy weight (but not excessive) as
much as you can without wearing yourself out.

In the workout below what you are doing for that hour is simply practicing the lift. Start with a weight you can do a double
with easily and work up to more as you can. If the last set was too easy, add more weight. If the last set was too hard,
especially if you had to break form to get the lift then take weight off till you are doing a perfect two reps again. The idea is
to practice doing perfect lifts for an hour. The idea is not to turn this into a marathon of pain, or a test of any kind. You
should feel better when you are done than you felt when you started. You should feel sharp, not drained. If you feel tired or
exhausted, you are using too much weight or packing your sets too tightly together.

For example, walk in load up 315#'s. You know your maximum is 405#'s so good to start low. Do your first set and its easy,
add 20#'s and do the next at 335#'s. This is easy too so you add another 20#'s and when you are ready a few minutes later
you do the 355#, this one is slower so you add 10#'s more and right at the sticking point on the second rep it stalls and you
have to break form to get it up. On the next set use less, maybe back to 335# again. Do that for a set or two,. If that starts
feeling easy then take the weight up again. Who knows, you might go up to 385#'s or more for the day but dont' get greedy,
just practice doing perfect lifts. You want to keep the weights between 60%-85% of your max generally.

If you practice perfection, performance will always be there if you need it.

The Basic Workout:

Monday morning--Squat practice 1 hour, sets of two

Tuesday morning--Pull practice 1 hour, sets of two
Tuesday evening--Bench practice 1 hour, sets of two

Wednessday--Rest

Thursday morning--Squat practice 1 hour, sets of two
Friday morning--Pull practice 1 hour, sets of two
Friday evening--Bench practice 1 hour, sets of two

Saturday and Sunday--Rest

One important part of this is to vary things a bit, but not too much between weeks. Sometimes if you do things precisely the
same way too much over several weeks, you wind up going backwards. Some people are like this, some not. If you are, then
try something like this three week rotation below. If you are not, then just keep working away.
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Variation example:

Week 1--Regular stance squats, clean grip pulls, regular grip bench
Week 2--Wide stance squats, snatch grip pulls, narrow grip bench
Week 3--Narrow stance squats, fast deadlifts, wide grip bench

You will find that your lifts tend to creep up well past your expectations, pretty quickly without burning you out. Its
counterintuitive that you can get strong so quick without just busting your butt everytime you go in the gym; however this
sort of thing has been around a long time and has a great track record. This is also a fine way to put a peak on your strength
before a contest if you already have a good base under you. There are several ways to arrange this besides the way I wrote.
You can use the basic idea just as well with olympic lifting also. Feel free to try other ideas as long as you keep to the basic
principle of "as much practice with heavy weights as possible with as little fatigue as possible".

Bryce Lane
Visalia, Ca. 2003  
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Machiavelli Meets Metal!
 
Angels, Astrology, destiny, reincarnation? Fug-ed-about-it; The universe is about one thing and that is “what pushes what
into what else, and how hard”. It’s all about power, who has it, who wants it and who has to deal with the consequences; the
“doers” and the “done to”. If you are out on the field, court or mat, which one do you want to be?
 
Physical power is not only about strength, that’s only part of it. Power is about how much force you can deliver in a very
short time. Suppose you have two athletes, one who can squat 500# and another who can squat 300#, they are of similar
weights themselves. Looks easy so far, right? Let’s complicate this. Suppose upon watching these two wrestling, it becomes
clear that the 300#sq guy is just making a fool of the 500#sq guy. He’s quick and once he commits he hits and follows
through before Mr. 500# sq even knows he’s in trouble. Mr. 500# sq needs seconds to develop enough force and by then it’s
already too late. Mr. 300#sq develops it well before Mr. 500#sq even realizes he’s looking at the ceiling and Mom is not
going to be fixing him “victory supper”.
 
As you can see from the example and probably in real life, power is a far from one dimensional thing. It is impossible to
separate power from strength, skill, conditioning and just plain quickness. Toss in some psych stuff and it gets even muddier.
However just for the sake of having a definition that we can use, lets call it the amount of force that can be delivered in a
fixed amount of time.
 
Let’s say that you are training for a sport where there is not motion that lasts for more than a second. No matter what your
maximum lifts are, if it takes longer than about half that to develop the force, what have you really got? Why work out to
develop strength you cannot use? What use is a huge squat or deadlift if you will never in your sport have the opportunity to
develop that kind of force? Why not work out in a way that will give you power you can use!
 
This is an all over whole body exercise that is all about power. It’s easy to do, very modifiable and highly effective. We call
it “the cheerleader” here, but if you don’t like that name, make up your own.
 
I like this exercise because it is a “straight push”; your COG is right over your center. With pulls such as cleans and snatches
your COG is forward. Olympic lifts are also difficult to teach and coach if you have a lot of guys in the room. I prefer to
take something simple they can do, is effective and difficult to screw up really. I’d prefer to take that time I would use going
around coaching and devote it to increasing power right away,  after about five minutes of learning.
 
How to do it:
 

1.)    Set the pins in the rack to the appropriate height. I like pushing it from rock bottom. Load the bar to a LIGHT weight
to learn this.

2.)    Get under with the bar high on your neck and your grip like you would use for a press behind the neck.
3.)    Come up as fast and you can, very fast, so fast that the bar flies to arms length above your head.
4.)    Let the bar back down cushioning it by lowering yourself back down at the same time for another rep.

 
(You can also do this with dumbbells or kettlebells if need be, it’s very similar and I’m sure you can figure it out)
 
This is the way I do it; Like a rack squat from “the hole” all the way down. I am interested in “general power”. However this
is where it gets more versatile. You can alter the takeoff height to any level between my version and a simple “Jerk behind
the neck”, based on the requirements of your sport and how close you may be to a competition.
 
Suppose you are a jumper, change your regular squats to these and as you get closer to a competition take the height up to
your natural takeoff point, never work to fatigue and concentrate on one big “wham” of power and increasing the weight you
can use while still being explosive. Power must be practiced!
 
If you are a wrestler or any sort of combat athlete, you need something different. Its good to have power but you must have
it over and over. You must learn to work against fatigue and still be explosive. For this I would take some interval, say ten
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minutes, even twenty and do as many explosive reps all the way from the bottom as you can. Doing this in three minute
intervals could be good too.
 
Suppose you are a “generalist” who just wants to be powerful and fit for just about anything, you can use something like:
 
Cheerleader 5x5
Plyo pushup or plyo bench 5x5
Explosive chin with top release ( I love this one!)
Dumbell swings 100reps (50 each hand) as many sets as it takes
 
Don’t like mine? It isn’t rocket science, come up with your own, but remember to have power, you must practice power, as
often as you can. Whatever exercise you are doing make it quick, not careless but quick. One other piece of advice I can
give is to not get obsessed with weight, if you are shaky at the top or slow, you are not working on “POWER” anymore.
Lower the weight till its snappy and you hear those plates clanking again at the top!
 
Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. 2003
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Push-Pull, Lift then …..
 
I don’t know how it took this long but I have discovered that I have been ignoring 2/3’s of the strength universe for a long
time. In my holy quest to lift “big iron”, I forgot that most practical stuff in the world revolves around “push  and pull”.
Moving things that can’t be lifted because of bad position, no handholds or simply too heavy. This does not mean there is no
way to train for this however; I’m gonna tell ya’ some.
 
 I was watching an NHB fight on pay per view and thought that these contests are not supposed to be contests of strength but
often become that way. During a slow match my mind drifted off to a book I read about Sumo wrestling where its all about
push and pull, you have to use one or both of those to get your 300-600 pound opponent out of that circle, that’s the contest.
I thought that someone who could project force well forward or backward extremely powerfully would have quite an
advantage in the ring without having to worry so much about so many delicacies of technique and balance. Suppose you
have the power and grip to simply shove someone right off their feet with one hand or after getting a grip on one of their
limbs, simply fling them to the mat or the fence. Suppose you also have the endurance to just keep at it all the way to the
end? Football is all about this kind of force, wrestling certainly can be; Not to mention this would make your moonlight job
unloading trucks at the supermart alot easier. You would have a very complete and useful array of strengths.
 
I had read about Sumo wrestlers pushing against trees etc., but I think there are better ways that the tree will probably like
better also. You can make a tire sled like this one:
 

 
The real fun of one of these is that you can attach anything to it to do what you have in mind. Here is the main one:
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I call it a “pusher bar” but you can pull it also. You can use the bar with one hand or two, pushing, pressing, rowing, pulling
etc. Another good thing to have is a long thick rope for “playing tug-o-war” with. This is one of the best exercises I can
imagine and also fun in its own way. Get a 50’ length of 2” thick rope. Nylon “circus rope” is fine. Its 2” thick to work your
grip and forearms also; Since without the ability to hold onto things, all the strength in the world won’t help you much. Lash
up one end into a loop, then attach a short chain with a carabiner to attach to the eyebolt on your sled. To keep the lifting
element in the picture, make yourself a pair of these:
 

 
Not only can you do exercises with them of course, but they are very convenient to carry and toss into your sled as weight
too.
 
Here is a very simple workout that covers the big stuff:
 
Monday-2O minutes, sled push, Viking row, one handed pulls
 
Wednessday-20 minutes, Clean and press (or push press) with dumbbells
 
Friday-20 minutes, “Tug-O-War”
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Very simple, but take a look and see. What isn’t being worked? Not much. Throw in some neck work (because its what
holds your head on) and you have quite a strength and endurance  program-plus much more. This simple routine 20 minutes,
three days a week you have conditioning, grip work, force projection, upper and lower body work all in one. Mentally
compare how much closer to reality these kinds of pull or pushes are to what you might acheive with simply a good bench
or row. Its different.
 
You can see on Monday that it looks like there are three exercises there; not exactly. What you are doing is simply mixing up
different things as you go. Suppose you start out with your arms over your head pushing like superman, then let the bar
come back down to your chest while you are still pushing and then do presses with your arms pressing out like you are
shoving a big box, then when your legs cannot go any further than way, you turn around and pull the bar with two hands,
one hand, then rowing it to your chest while you are pulling like you are rowing a boat (Viking row). You don’t have to do
all these in a single run or all at once but they do add to the variety of that day and keep the sled going for longer than it
might otherwise.
 
In the 20 minutes you will have to stop now and then if you are using enough weight. The best way to start is to use a weight
you can push for about 100 yards, then stop and rest if you have to, but the moment you can focus again, go at it, keep this
up for 20 minutes and try and have less rest next time. If it gets too easy or no longer as much of a challenge as you would
like, then add weight. Generally if I can make 200 yards in one push, I will add more next time.
 
Wednesday is pretty self explanatory. Just do as many reps of the dumbbell clean and press or clean and push press as you
can. Its probably good to even alternate them from week to week so you don’t get stale. 50 reps is a good number. If you can
do fifty then add some more weight. 
 
The “Tug-O-War is where you get on the far end of that thick rope and pull the sled towards you, there are two hand tugs,
one hand tugs, tugs where you get low, and alternating hands. Pull the sled up to you, then take the free end and run back to
where the sled came from to start again. That way you can easily keep going. Also if your hands get chewed up, use some
leather gloves.
 
One important thing to remember is that this is extremely intense hard work. Out of every month take one week off and just
do light stuff with the dumbbells or simple relax. This will sneak up in a bad way on you if you go too long without some
space to recover. This is not like doing a few benches in the gym now and then, you need the rest.
 
Not only is this effective, but it gets you out in the air and its fun. I just wrote out a simple framework in this article but feel
free to add or modify the idea to your needs.
 
Bryce Lane
Visalia Ca. 2003
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The great wall
 
There is one great barrier to progress, one which dwarfs all others and to many or most becomes insurmountable. It is
insurmountable for one and only one reason, you build it yourself and always make it an inch higher than you can climb.
This is the attitude that “not only must I improve but I must do it the right way”. 
 
It is enough of a thing to try and improve yourself at anything, it becomes much nearer impossible when you restrict
yourself to “one right way”. This makes you like the people who think that no matter how badly something fails, you must
continue doing it because somewhere in your head you are sure this is “right”. Once you go down this path you wind up in
the same poor condition as the college professor who thinks the entirety of history revolves around the price of tin, or the
Police officer who always reaches for the pepper spray first or the weightlifter who “knows” that the only way to get strong
is to do 3 sets of 3 for everything. You have made the world so small there is nowhere to move.
 
There are two tools humans use, they are even greater than the opposable thumb and the Makita portable drill. They are
feedback and simple imagination. We humans, when we are at our best are problem solvers, when we are at our worst we
blindly follow formulas and orders. Suppose your deadlift has not gone up in a year, you follow all the advice of your pet
program, doing one set of 12 to failure, and you are not only not progressing but you are going backwards. You followed the
advice of doing workouts further apart, now you have worked yourself into doing only one of these sets every three weeks,
you are out of patience and your pet program is out of advice and possibilities.
 
Now reading this you would think “why doesn’t this guy just try something else”. Through feedback he has seen that this is
going nowhere and that a correction in course needs to be made, but he cannot imagine that his pet ideology is failing him or
imagine anything else to do. Squealing the tires and laying rubber in reverse would be better than this! However more than
occasionally this happens, our poor fellow is so sure he is doing it “right” that he assumes the fault must lie in him. The
problem must be him. He is so sure of his ideology that he has commited what amounts to a form of philosophical suicide
and often will stay there dead in the water.  He starts to blame his equipment, his parents, his genes and starts assuming
everyone in the world is on steroids and the barbell gods have it in for him.
 
The two greatest tools we have, feedback and imagination are killed quickly by stubborn ideology, when we are so sure we
are “right” that we become blind, effectively stupid and stop even trying to imagine other possibilities.  It never occurs to
anyone in this condition that if there were only one stimulus humans adapt to, the whole human enterprise would have ended
the day it started. We also change what stimulus we best adapt to from week to week, from month to month and often from
day to day. If your eyes and mind are closed, you are missing the entire show. The train will pass you by and you won’t even
hear the whistle.
 
It is good to start with a plan but to stick to it past its point of usefulness is silly for one person or an entire society. If you
want to get somewhere, start walking, but pay attention to what is around you, look ahead, learn about your body and how
you change as you amble along, make changes to your path or occasionally jump off the path, get lost and find your way
back. What gets you from A to B one day will only make you walk in circles another, but if you learn the entire territory bit
by bit then you have some space to work in. Insanity at its most destructive point is when you do the same thing over and
over and expect a different result “this time”.
 
It occurs to me also that the best mechanics, machinists and builders I know are “tool freaks”. They have something for
everything and are proud to show you all the crazy stuff they have accumulated that helps do things general and particular.
With the right tools, the right materials, a sharp eye and some imagination, they can do anything. The one other thing these
people have is a healthy disregard for convention and a mistrust of the man who is sure that this and this only is the “right”
way in every case even if it obviously isn’t working in this one.
 
Know yourself, know your enemy, know the land and you will never lose—Bad paraphrase of Sun Tzu.
 
Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca 2003
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Fast Iron
 
Everyone I know complains about time, its “The great American excuse”. “I’d love to lift but I can’t miss the bowflex
informercial”, I really expect to hear this someday.
 
Anyway here are some workouts that give you some mighty big bang for the buck in fifteen minutes or less, two or three
times a week. The tricks are:
 

1.)    Not to think in reps and sets but in time sections
2.)    Think of one exercise or compound for the shoulder/arm area, lower back and upper legs if you have something that

effectively covers more than one, then great!
3.)    Pay attention to loading, make your exercises progress from light to heavy or heavy to light with no reverses so you

don’t waste any more time changing plates than need be.
4.)    Use the same equipment for everything, That way you you can stay in the same spot and not kill time cleaning up

more than you have to.
 
Let take a first example:
 
2 Db Clean and press-As many as you can do in 3 min
Rest 1 min, add more weight to one DB
1 Db swings-As many as you can do in 3 min switching hands every 5 reps
Rest 1 min, add more weight to the other DB
2 Db toe squats- As many as you can do in 3 min
 
Try and use a weight where there aren’t many gaps in the 3 min. Work towards a certain number like 12-20 and then
increase the weight.
 
Or with a barbell:
Floor press—As many as you can do in three min
Rest 2 min and add plates
Bent rows—Same
Rest 2 min and add plates
Deadlifts—Same
 
Or one of my favorites with a barbell. Its kind of crazy but….
 
Bridge press—3 min as many as you can
Rest 2 min
*Leg press—As many as you can safely in one set.
Rest 2 min, get up
High pulls—3 min. as many as you can.
 
*Performed by putting the bar on your feet and pressing it up on the soles of your feet after bridge pressing.
 
With one dumbbell:
DB swings or windmills--Same
Rest 1 min.
DB side presses switching sides every two reps—As many as you can do in 3 min.
Rest 1 min.
DB overhead squats –Same switching hands every five reps
 
For anyone interested in O-lifts:
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Pwr Snatch— work up to near max single in 5 lifts, in 4 min.
Rest 2 min add more weight.
Pwr Clean and push press-- work up to near max single in 5 lifts, in 4 min.
Rest 2 min add more weight.
1 Clean then Front squats—As many as you can in 3 min. with best clean weight.
 
I’m sure you get the idea.
 
If you don’t have fifteen minutes sometime in your day, then you really need to re-examine your lifestyle. Its easy also to set
up a simple home gym with a homemade 6’ exercise bar and plywood platform sheet or a pair of dumbbells on a rubber mat
somewhere in a corner of your house, yard or garage.  These kind of workouts are effective and won’t cut into your Sci-Fi
channel time much at all.
 
Bryce Lane, Visalia Ca. 2003
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The Ultimate Brute-Force Real World He-Man Power Program?

I don’t think there is such a thing, but if there is then this program would be mighty close to it. I often think about how to
construct a program that give you the biggest return from two or three simple exercises per workout in the least amount of
time. A workout that would be good for people who don't care about looking pretty as much as working or fighting harder.
A workout that applies all the way from the grip to every other part of your body that has anything to do with moving people
or objects. A workout that makes sure all your strength isn't only one shot strength also.

Here it is from simple beginnings to a top end tough enough for anyone with the attitude and desire necessary to get there.
You will need one of those 15.5 gal beer kegs, a wall, a bit of liftin' space and the burning desire to knock out brahma bulls
with one easy punch, then lift and carry em' to the next county over.

Before you do this one, start with an empty keg to get the feel of it and then fill it to a weight you can do four reps with on
alternating shoulders (two to each shoulder consecutively).

Level One Beginners (2x weekly) :

Shoulder the keg on alternating shoulders for as many as you can do in ten minutes, resting if you have to. Try and increase
the number of reps as you can.

Do as many feet elevated pushups as you can such that your body is level at the top

When you can do about fifty reps in the ten minutes with the barrel 1/3 to 1/2 full and you can do 60 reps in the pushup then
go on to:

Level two (3 times weekly)

Shoulder the keg on alternating shoulders for as many reps as you can do in twenty minutes trying over time to work up to
50 reps (25 to each shoulder) with a full keg (165#) in that twenty minutes.

Headstand pushups with soles of feet on the wall working up to 20 reps with your hands up on blocks and your head going
all the way down between reps. Get up to the twenty first with your hands on the ground and then add thin plates, boards or
blocks till your hands are touching your shoulders on the down.

You are now uno strong hombre, but not strong enough you say?! Well "butch up" yet further and do…..:

Level three (3 times weekly)

Barrel clean for as many reps as you can get in 20 min with a full barrel

Handstand pushups up on blocks with soles of feet up/legs straight; trying not to touch the wall any more than necessary for
thirty reps

When you can do these things brace yourself, and then face…

 

Above and Beyond !! ( 3 times or more weekly depending on how you feel)

Barrel Snatch/Swing (overhead in one move) working up to ten reps with water, shoulder the barrel or even Clean & press
with barrel of sand (200# full), or wet sand (270#'s full). You are now a complete barrel tossin' mutant-monster who should
be careful not to accidentally hurt others and thus may choose lifts for himself on that day.

Freestanding headstand pushups with no wall and hands up on blocks for as many reps as you can work up as high as you
like, this is all gravy now.

It is not all this straight a climb up but by simply backing off a bit when you feel tired, taking a day off now and then or
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getting a little creative with your reps it can be done.

Do it outside if you can. If you are going to be a "he-man" you might as well get some sunshine while you're at it!

Bryce Lane 06-03-02
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Have it all!

Bryce Lane 3-6-02

The basics

I have thougth many times about one workout that could give you "it all" or as close to it as possible. A simple, short, to the
point workout where you would get stronger in a very practical sense, increase your work capacity and conditioning level
and add bulk if you eat like you mean business. A no-nonsense workout that could take you from dweeb to superhuman for
the price of blood, sweat and twenty minutes of your TeeVee time a few days a week. I got the basic idea for this from an
article by Charles Staley called "Escalating density training" which was more about bodybuilding. This is a great deal more
general and is aimed at people who want "the big picture", and the bigger the better.

Here's how it works. For twenty minutes you do as many reps as you can of your chosen compound exercise, squats,
deadlifts, power cleans or snatches, clean & presses etc. You do this twice a week. You use the same weight throught the
twenty minutes. About 75-80% of your gym-maximun in good clean form is fine to start. Begin with something you can
easily do and add as you can.

Do sets of twos, threes or even fives or tens, your choice, mix it up if you need to. Do a set and when you are able to focus
again, then do another. When you can get the right number of reps in that twenty minutes then up the weight 5-10% next
time and work up again. I like 10% jumps since I tend to do better with a bigger drop in volume and more of a challenge
with the weight. However if you like the more gradual approach then by all means, use it.

I try to shoot for fifty in that twenty minutes since that number both keeps up my heart rate and breathing and makes it
possible for me to use heavy weight in the 75-85% range. However the number you choose could just as well be anywhere
between 20 (anything less than this isn't really doing much) and 100 reps (higher than this and the weight may be too small).
If you can do 100 reps with 1.5 x bodyweight in 20 min. in the squat then you are one very conditioned individual with
plenty of useful strength as well. That’s something to shoot for; or 50 reps 2 x bodyweight in 20 min. in the squat or 50 reps
x bodyweight in the barbell clean and press are other worthy goals. I'm sure you can see the idea.

Here are a few exercise combinations you might consider:

My Favorite:

Mon/Thur.-- Barbell Clean & press-20min

Tues/Fri-- OL Squat -20min

 

Another:

Mon/Thur--Deadlift--20min

Tues/Fri--Dips + chins supersetted-20min. (there are many combinations to do this way)

 

Or:

Mon/Thurs--DB Clean & Press--20min

Tues/Fri--DB Farmers walk--20min (intervals of as long as you can go instead of reps)

 

For odd object fanatics
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Mon/thur--Barrel or sandbag clean & press--20 min.

Tues/fri--heavy object carry for distance--20min (intervals of as long as you can go instead of reps)

Or:

Mon/thurs--Rock or barrel lift --20min

Tue/Fri--Sandbag curl& press, Farmers walk each 20min. (if you are very-very serious)

 

You get the idea. Use compound exercises that will get your heart and lungs going along with everything else. If you want to
do an assistance exercise or two, do them afterwards and not too many of them. For most of you that won't be much of a
problem for obvious reasons. I like doing rockovers (tilt up barbell then support in balance with one hand) and curls. When
you are finished, lay down, get your breath back and go have a carton of milk, a protein drink, or eat a nice big meal. You
just earned it.

At the same time you have done many lifts with a high percentage of your max, you have gotten your heart and lungs
working "overtime-plus", you have done a great deal of "work" in the mechanical sense, and you have only used twenty
minutes to do the whole job.

If you start by doing 30 reps with say 300# in the squat and after a couple of sessions you get fifty, You are of course
stronger, you have increased your conditioning and work capacity and if you eat enough decent food you will likely increase
your muscle mass also. You can pretty much forget about all the complicated set/rep and weekly schemes and simply
concentrate on doing more work in your alloted time. When you reach fifty reps or your chosen number, then you increase
the weight and work up again.

 

Helpers

 

Is it really that simple? For the most part, yes. However not everything is so smooth sometimes, you will have staleness and
reverses eventually. Here are a few little detours to make sure your progress continues.

The first is to take a week off from the regular work and do only heavy singles. Go in and work up to one to three
reasonably heavy singles in your chosen lifts, You can do this every day or every other day. I like every day, but some
people don't get along well with that and should go every other day or monday/wed/friday. Some of you may find it useful to
do three weeks of the regular twenty minute sets and then on the last week of the four, do the singles, find out how much
stronger you are now and get a little bit of a rest before you go full out again.

Another approach is suppose you simply can’t get past 300# x40 in your twenty minutes of squatting? You can keep
hammering away or you can increase the weight to 325# or 330#, then work up to thirty with that, then drop back to the
300#'s and get the fifty much easier. You can also take all the time you like to get the correct number of reps and then aim
for decreasing the time it takes you to do them till you get down under 20min.

Yet another is for if you are more interested in the conditioning aspect or tend to run out of breath quicker than you might
like. You drop the weight a bit and work towards doing many more reps than fifty. Use that as a starting point and shoot for
the moon. Work up to one hundred reps if you can. If you can do that with anything over 1.5x bodyweight then there is not
much in nature, sports, work or life that will wear you out.

One more idea is to pick a similar exercise and change to that one for awhile. It should be very similar though. Switching
from full squats to leg presses, isn't going to be a big help, but changing from squats to, front squats or deadlifts would be
fine. You will still be getting plenty of work, that’s for sure!
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One way to arrange a program using a couple of these strategies is:

Three weeks:

Mon/Thurs --BB Clean & Press--20min

Tues/Fri--OL Squats--20 min

 

One week

M,W,F,--BB Clean & press--work up to near max single

T,Th, Sat,--OL Squat--work up to near max single

 

Three weeks

Mon/thur--Bench press--20min

Tues/Fri-- Deadlift, trap bar Deadlift or high pull--20min

 

One week

Mon/thur--Bench press-- work up to near max single

Tues/Fri-- Deadlift, trap bar Deadlift or high pull-- work up to near max single

And so on in a two month repeating cycle. There are other ways using these ideas also that you can easily imagine on your
own.

 

This is "the whole enchilada" so to say. I could make this a much longer article but it really is this simple. You can get
stronger, better conditioned, and even bigger in twenty minutes a day, four days a week. If there is a better deal out there,
buy it, then write me!
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Go all the way down on every rep, if you have trouble getting down there at first then keep trying.

You can make these harder by doing them as jumps or doing them on your toes.
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This take a little practice with balance and flexibility, but not as much as the next thing.

If you want to make these more advanced you can also do them as jumps, switching legs in flight.
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These take some time to master, but when you can do them you have really accomplished something.

The back leg in the first is only barly touching to mark the bottom of the rep. In the second, touching is a
no-no.

These can also be done as jumps, if you are very adventurous!

Looks impossible right? You'll probably be doing it after a few sessions like it is nothing. Nothing stretches
and strengthens your entire spinal column all the way up your neck like this. I have also included the front

bridge for some variety.

The idea is to get your nose to touch the ground. If you can't at first just go as far as you can each session till
-Presto-, you are there.

For the more adventurous, you can try going for a walk, forward, backward, sideways and spinning in the
handbridge positions. You can also try touching your chin instead of your nose to the ground.
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Here's a few to keep you busy. Always touch your chest or chin to the ground (except for the handstand). Don't
cut things short. Start with the knee pushups if you must but after you can do about thirty five try the regular

ones. You can change hand spacing and angles for variety.

To make the regular pushups harder you can push them up fast enough to fly off the floor and clap in between.
One clap is good. three claps is fantastic! You can also do these on your fingertips or the back of your wrists.
You can also do the handstand pushups unsupported, without the wall. That is really impressive. Who knows?

Someday maybe you will do a one-armed-fingertip-handstand pushup. You can take this as far as you like!
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These are tough. Once you can do these for a few reps, you have a pretty strong upper body, not to mention the
severe abdominal work you get as a bonus doing these.

To make them harder, you can put your feet up or do them hard and fast enough to get some air! You can also
do them on your fingertips like in the picture. Ouch!
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You don't always need a bar to do these. A rope or towell over a tree branch or rail will do just fine. In fact
anything you can grab onto that gets your feet off the ground will do the job.

Always get your chin above the bar, don't settle for sloppy reps.

Once you can do 25 or more reps then take a shot at a one arm one. Thats impressive! The picture with one
arm out further than the other will help you prepare. You can also add weight to yourself by hanging heavy

stuff on a rope around you.

 

Arrange things however you like, it is yours after all. As you get better at one thing them move to something
more challenging or try to take your numbers from "Ok" to "real good" to "outrageous".

In the beginning its perhaps good to just pick a squat, bridge, pushup or chinup that you can do and three to
five days a week, just do a set and see if you can improve on your last performance. You'll be stunned how

quickly things go up.

If you can get to the point of getting gold stars in all of these then you are miles past the 99th percentile. You
are dangerous!

Bryce Lane 5-23-00
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